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ВВЕДЕНИЕ 

 

Данное учебное пособие составлено на основе учебной программы 

курса английского языка для студентов всех направлений неязыковых 

вузов (уровень бакалавриата).  

Цель данного учебного пособия - научить студентов неязыковых 

вузов читать газетные статьи зарубежной печати, вести беседу и делать 

краткие сообщения на общественно-политические темы.  

Учебное пособие состоит из введения, двух разделов, заключения, 

библиографического списка печатных изданий и интернет-ресурсов и 

приложения. В первом разделе пособия разработаны следующие темы: 

What newspapers publish; Some more about papers; Conferences, agreements, 

treaties; Visits; Cooperation. В начале каждой темы представлен список слов 

и словосочетаний, снабженный переводом и примерами на их 

употребление. За словарем следуют упражнения для активизации и 

закрепления лексического материала. Критерием отбора лексики по 

каждой теме послужили: а) значимость слова для каждой темы; б) 

тематическая частотность слова; в) способность слова сочетаться с 

другими словами; г) многозначность слова; д) его словообразовательные 

возможности. Второй раздел пособия насыщен текстами для просмотра, 

ознакомления, более глубокого изучения предлагаемого материала с целью 

его комментирования. Тексты пособия построены на материале статей  

зарубежных вебсайтов последних лет (The Telegraph. The Daily Express, 

Newsweek и др.).  

Пособие “LEARN TO READ PAPERS” рассчитано для студентов 

вузов, специалистов, изучающих английский язык и может быть 

использовано широким кругом обучающихся. 
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Part I 

UNIT I 

WHAT NEWSPAPERS PUBLISH. 

 

 

Vocabulary: 

Article (on) n – статья (о, об) 

 an economic article, a political article  

 the article contain/underline – статья содержит…/подчеркивает… 

Affairs n – дела, события (мн.ч) 

 internal affairs/home affairs/domestic affairs – события в стране 

 foreign affairs/international affairs/world affairs/external affairs– события за 

рубежом 

Report (on) n – сообщение (о, об) 

 The article reports  on national affairs 

 The article reports that … 

 It is reported that … 

 v –  сообщать 

Author n – автор (статьи) 

 The author highlights that… автор подчеркивает, что… 

 The author mentions that … автор замечает, что… 

Newspaper, paper n – газета  
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 Moscow News is a weekly paper (a weekly) – Московские новости – 

еженедельная газета 

 a national paper – газета, циркулирующая по всей стране 

 a local paper – местная газета  

 quality papers – солидные газеты  

 popular paper or tabloid – бульварная газета  

Magazine n – журнал  

 a weekly magazine, a weekly – еженедельный журнал (a daily – 

ежедневная газета, журнал) 

 a monthly magazine, a monthly – ежемесячный журнал 

Periodical  n – периодическое издание 

 Moscow News is a periodical 

Copy n – номер (экземпляр) газеты, журнала  

 five copies of the Times 

Issue n – номер, выпуск (газеты, журнала) 

 today’s issue; yesterday’s issue  

 v – издавать, выходить (о газете, журнале) = Come out v 

 This paper is issued (comes out) three times a week – Эта газета выходит 

3 раза в неделю 

Publish, carry v – публиковать, помещать, печатать 

Circulation n – тираж газеты 

 The circulation of Moscow News is … copies – тираж газеты «Московские 

новости» … экземпляров 

Subscription n – подписка (на газету, журнал)/subscribe (to) v – подписываться 

на  

 I have subscribed to Izvestia 

Deliver v – доставлять  

 papers are delivered to (at) the house 

Event n – событие  

 the events at home and abroad – события в стране и за рубежом 

 the latest events – последние новости 

 the current events – текущие события 

 to give full attention to some event – уделять много внимания какому-либо 

событию, широко освещать какое-либо событие 
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Developments n – события (мн.ч) 

 To follow the developments (the events) – следить за событиями 

News n – новости, известия 

 foreign news, international news, world news – новости из-за рубежа, 

события за рубежом 

 local news – местные новости (события) 

Round-up n – сводка новостей (в газете, по радио) 

 press round-up – обзор печати 

Information (on) n – информация, сообщение, сведения (о. об) 

 inform (of) v – сообщать, информировать (о, об) 

 to inform the readers (of) – сообщать читателям (о, об) 

Review n – обзор, обозрение 

             v – делать обзор 

Government n – правительство 

 the head of the government – глава правительства 

 to be at the head of the government, to head the government, to lead the 

government – стоять во главе правительства, возглавлять правительство 

Interview n – интервью  

 An interview of a correspondent with a well-known writer 

 interview smb. v – брать интервью (у кого-либо) 

Our correspondent has interviewed a well-known writer 

Statement n – заявление 

 to issue a statement, to release a statement – помещать (опубликовывать) 

заявление 

 state v – заявлять, констатировать 

 It is stated that… 

Advertisement n – 1. объявление; 2. реклама 

 advertise v – 1. помещать объявление; 2. рекламировать 

Announcement n – 1. объявление; 2. заявление 

 announce v – 1. объявлять; 2. заявлять 

Commentary (on), comment n – комментарий (о, по) 

 A daily political commentary (comment) – ежедневный комментарий по 

политически вопросам 

 сomment (on) v – комментировать (что-либо) 
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Coverage n – освещение в печати 

 сover v – освещать в печати 

 The news is fully covered by all the papers – Новости широко освещаются в 

печати  

Supplement n – приложение (к периодическому изданию) 

 

NOTES 

1. Перед названием английских и американских газет и журналов ставится 

определенный артикль:  the Morning Star, the Times 

Перед названием русских газет и журналов артикль не ставится: Moscow 

News, Pravda 

2. Существительное news новость, новости имеет значение 

единственного числа и согласуется с глаголом в единственном числе. 

What is the news? 

3. Существительное information информация, сообщение, сведения 

употребляется только в единственном числе. 

There is much information on home affairs in today’s papers 

 

EXERCISES 

1. Substitution drill. Forms as many word combinations (or sentences) as you 

can. Translate. 

a) an event     of great importance 

an editorial     of great significance 

a statement     of great value 

a commentary    of great interest 

 

b) Newspapers publish articles on   domestic affairs 

Newspapers carry articles on   international affairs 

       the latest developments at 

home 

       the latest developments abroad 

       the current events 

       the international situation 
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c) Newspapers comment on   the statement of the government 

the interview with a well-known writer 

 

d) Today’s paper informs the readers of  national affairs 

foreign affairs 

the current events abroad  

 

 

e) Today’s paper give full attention to   national affairs 

give wide coverage of  foreign events 

     the latest news 

     the international situation 

 

f) Russian people  closely follow  the developments  in Africa 

the events   in Europe 

     in the USA 

2. Translate the following word combinations: 

«Московские новости» от 1 апреля 1999 г.; «Комсомольская правда» от 11 

февраля 1998 г.; «Известия» от 8 марта 2000 г.; газета «Таймс» от 5 апреля  

2010 г.; газета «Уоркер» от 15 мая 1966 г.; журнал «Огонек» от 2006 г.; 

«Российская газета» от 10 мая 2003 г.; газета «Дейли Уоркер» от 2 января 

1989 г.; газета «Ньюс Уик» от 17 июля 2008 г.; «Дейли Телеграф» от 4 

августа 2001 г. 

3. Make questions using the pattern. 

Today’s paper gives full attention to the events in Africa. 

What does today’s paper give full attention to? 

 

1. Today’s Smena gives full attention to new films. 2. Today’s Izvestia informs the 

readers of new books. 3. Today’s Pravda comments on the international situation. 

4. Today’s Moscow News reports on the most interesting home news. 

 

4. Do exercise 3 using the verb in the Past Simple Tense; change “today’s” 

(paper) into “yesterday’s” (paper). 
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5. Change the sentences using the pattern. 

Our papers always carry a lot of international news. 

There is always a lot of international news in our papers. 

 

1. Today’s Smena carries little news of sport. 2. This daily carries much foreign 

news. 3. Local newspapers carry much local news. 4. Yesterday’s 

Komsomolskaya Pravda carried much national news. 5. All today’s papers carry 

much information on the events abroad. 6. Yesterday’s Morning Star carried little 

information on the events in Africa. 

 

6. Give another word or phrase with the same meaning. 

1. Newspapers publish a lot of advertisements. 2. In addition to national daily 

papers there are local papers published in every town. 3. Local papers publish 

local, national and world news. 4. As rule each paper begins with a leading 

article. 5. The majority of magazines are issued monthly. 

 

7. Put in the missing preposition or adverb if necessary.  

The Russians are great readers ___ newspapers. Some subscribe ___ various 

papers and magazines, other people often buy papers ___ bookstalls. Many 

newspapers come ___ daily. They are called daily papers or dailies. Some papers 

are issued 3 times a week. Some magazines are published once a week. They 

are called weeklies. Others come ___ once a month, they are monthlies.  

Newspapers inform the readers ___ all important developments ___ home and 

___ abroad and the readers closely follow ___ these events. All the papers give 

full attention ___ the most important national and international affairs. Many 

newspapers carry commentaries ___ the most interesting events ___ home and 

___ abroad. Some readers are interested ___ sports, others prefer articles ___ 

art, music and new books. In some papers there are many interviews ___ 

correspondents ___ well-known people. 

The circulation ___ our newspapers is very large. 

 

8. a) Read and translate the text. 
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The Press in Great Britain 

 

 In Britain newspapers differ greatly from each other in the type of news they 

report and the way they report 

it. 

 On the one hand, there 

are “quality” newspapers: The 

Times, The Financial Times, 

The Guardian, The Daily Telegraph. These papers report major national and 

international news stories, with the world of politics and business and with the arts 

and sport. 

 One the other hand, there are “populars” or “tabloids”, so called because of 

their small size. Popular papers (The Daily Mail, The Daily Express, The daily Mirror, 

The Sun, The Daily Star) pay much attention to sensational news, extraordinary 

events, catastrophes, accidents, private lives of royalty and nobility, of people of art, 

of music and movie stars. 

 Popular papers use many 

photographs and cartoons. It is often said 

that the popular press aims to entertain 

its readers rather than inform them. The 

tabloid press is far more popular than the quality press. The average daily circulation 

for The Daily Mirror is almost 3,200,000 while for The Times it is 450,000. The most 

popular quality paper is The Daily Telegraph with a circulation of around 1,100,00 per 

day, compared with The Sun’s circulation of over 4,170,000. It is estimated that two 

out of every three adults regularly read a national daily newspaper. 

 In addition to 12 national daily newspapers there are 9 national papers which 

are published on Sundays. Most of the Sunday papers contain more reading material 

than the daily papers, and several of them include color supplements with articles on 

music, TV, sports and a lot of advertisements of consumer goods. Reading a Sunday 

paper, like having a big Sunday lunch, is an important tradition in many British 

families. 

 Nearly every area in Britain has one or more local newspapers – in England 

alone there are around 90 daily papers and over 850 which are published once or 
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twice a week. Local newspapers report local new and advertise local business and 

events. 

 Newspapers in Britain are privately owned and the editors of the papers are 

usually allowed considerable freedom of expression. The offices of most papers are 

situated in Fleet Street in the City of London, which is the centre of British journalism. 

British papers are bought and read not only in the United Kingdom, but also in many 

other countries. 

 

 b) Answer the questions: 

1. How do newspapers differ from each other? 

2. What newspapers present important political news? 

3. What news do “populars” pay attention to? 

4. Is the “quality” press more popular than the “tabloid” press? 

5. Which newspapers include color supplements? 

6. What information do local newspapers publish? 

7. Are British newspapers privately owned? 

8. Where are the offices of most papers situated?  

  

 c) Choose the right answer: 

1. The “quality” papers try to entertain rather than inform … 

 - true 

 - false 

2. Most color supplements are published on Sundays and are … 

 - bought with Sunday papers 

 - bought separately from the Sunday papers 

3. The most popular “quality” newspaper is … 

 - The Times 

  - The Daily Telegraph 

4. Newspapers in Britain are owned by …  

 - the Government 

 - individuals and publishing companies 

  

d) Fill in the gaps: 
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1. British newspapers are very much different from each other in the way they … 

news 

2. There are .., which pay attention to … its readers 

3. The popular press aims to … its readers 

4. There are 9 national papers, which are published on … 

5. Reading a Sunday newspaper is an important … in many British families 

6. Local newspapers are published … or … a week 

7. The centre of British journalism is … 

 

e)  Find the words and expressions that mean: 

1.  A newspaper which is published every day –  

2.  A serious newspaper –  

3.  A newspaper, which usually entertains its readers –  

4.  A special color magazine which is published on Sundays –  

5.  A newspaper which reports local news –  

 

 f) Match the two halves: 

1. to report …    a) to extraordinary events 

2. pay attention …    b) privately owned 

3. entertains its readers rather …  c) news 

4. newspapers are …   d) considerable freedom of expression 

5. the editors are allowed …  e) than inform them 
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UNIT II 

SOME MORE ABOUT PAPERS. 

 

 

Vocabulary: 

Deal (with) (dealt) v – рассматривать (вопрос) 

 The article deals with the latest events in Iraq. 

Touch (upon) v – касаться, затрагивать 

 The article touches upon the latest events in Iraq 

Devote (to) v – посвящать, помещать, уделять место 

 The article is devoted to the latest events in Iraq. 

Headline n – заголовок 

 The article under the headline “ …”… Статья под заголовком «…» … 

 Headline v – озаглавить  

 The article is headlined “…” … Статья озаглавлена «…» … 

Key-note n – основная мысль 

 The key-note of the article is … Основная мысль статьи …  

Question, issue, problem n – вопрос, проблема 

 a disputable question –  спорный вопрос 
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 a vital question, an urgent question, a burning question –  насущный 

вопрос 

 a key question –  основной вопрос 

 an outstanding question –  нерешенный, спорный вопрос 

Concern n – 1. забота, беспокойство; 2. участие, интерес 

      v – 1. касаться, беспокоиться; 2. интересоваться 

Country n – страна  

 a highly developed country – высокоразвитая страна 

 a developing country – развивающаяся страна 

 all the countries concerned – все заинтересованные страны 

Nation n – 1. нация, народ; 2. государство, страна 

 national a – 1. национальный; 2. государственный 

Power n – 1. держава; 2. власть, могущество 

 the Big powers, the Great powers – великие державы 

Public n – общественность 

 The world public – мировая общественность 

 public a – 1. общественный, государственный; 2. народный, 

общенародный 

 a public figure – общественный деятель; a public opinion – общественное 

мнение 

Contribution (to) n – вклад (в) 

 to make a contribution (to), to contribute (to) – вносить вклад (в) 

Achievement n – достижение 

 achieve v – достигать  

Cooperation n – сотрудничество 

Peace n – мир 

 peaceful a – мирный 

 peace-loving  a – миролюбивый 

 a peace-loving nation (country) – миролюбивое(ая) государство (страна) 

Coexistence n – сосуществование 

 peaceful coexistence – мирное сосуществование 

Relaxation n – ослабление, разрядка 

 the relaxation of international tension – ослабление международной 

напряженности 
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World n – мир 

 all over the world, throughout the world – во всем мире 

Stand, position n – позиция 

 assignment  to a position – назначение на должность 

Stand (for) v – стоять (за), поддерживать 

 

NOTES 

1. Перед названиями стран артикль обычно отсутствует: France, England, 

Poland etc. 

Однако, перед названиями стран, которые представляют собой 

сочетания существительного с предшествующим определяющим словом, 

ставится определенный артикль: the United States of America 

Местоимение this с существительным country употребляется по 

отношению к стране, в которой находится говорящий или автор статьи. 

Поэтому, когда сочетание this country встречается в английской газете, его 

следует переводить «Англия», в американской газете – «США» и т.д. 

Если речь идет о стране, в которой говорящий или автор не находится, то 

перед существительным country употребляется that. That country переводится 

на русский язык как «эта (та) страна». 

2. Существительное people люди имеет значение множественного числа и 

согласуется с глаголом во множественном числе. 

 Существительное people в значении «народ», «нация» употребляется как 

в единственном, так и во множественном числе, принимая во множественном 

числе форму peoples. 

 

EXERCISES 

1. Finish up the sentences and translate them.  

a) The article deals with …  

(the achievement of Russian science, the achievements of the national economy). 

b) The article touches upon … 

(some important issues of our time, some disputable questions, some key questions 

of our time, some vital problems of our time, some outstanding questions of our time). 

c) The article is devoted to … 
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(cultural cooperation, peaceful coexistence of states with different systems). 

d) The editorial is headlined … 

The article is headlined … 

(the achievements of Russian industry) 

e) The key-note of this article is … 

The key-note of today’s editorial is … 

(economic cooperation between states) 

 

2. Answer the questions. (See suggestions in brackets) 

a) What does the leading article deal with? 

What does the article touch upon? 

What is today’s editorial devoted to? 

b) What did yesterday’s leading article deal with? 

What did yesterday’s article touch upon? 

What was yesterday’s editorial devoted to? 

(последние события за рубежом, заявление  правительства, экономика России,  

достижения мировой культуры, некоторые насущные вопросы, назначение на 

должность…)   

 

3. Choose the correct form of the verb.  

1. News (is, are) gathered by news agencies form all over the world. 2. Some news 

from abroad (was, were) published in yesterday’s Morning Star. 3. People (is, are) 

pleased with the news. 4. There (is, are) much information about this company.  5. 

Advice (is, are) seldom welcome; and those who want (it, them) the most always like 

(it, them) the least. (Мало кому нравятся советы, и меньше всех их любят те, кто 

больше всего в них нуждается. (Lord Chesterfield).  

 

4. Mixed drill. (Substitute the words and make the required changes) 

The editorial touches upon (1)   some pressing (2)   problems (3). 

1. deal with (1)  7. question (3) 

2. devote (to) (1)  8. issue (3) 

3. burning (2)  9.  Past Simple  

4. outstanding (2)  10. Interrogative 
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5. disputable (2)  11. Tag questions 

6. urgent (2)   12. What-question 

 

5. Translate from Russian into English. 

a)  - мировая общественность 

     - общественное мнение 

     - внести вклад в развитие страны 

     - мирное сосуществование государств 

     - ослабление международной напряженности 

 

b) 1. Эта статья затрагивает несколько важных вопросов … 2. Передовая статья 

вчерашней «Правды» посвящена проблеме … 3. Статья  под заголовком 

«Новый вклад в науку» рассматривает достижения российских ученых в 

области химии.  

 

6. a) Ask your friend 

 what today’s papers inform the readers of? 

what yesterday’s papers commented on? 

what the editorial of today’s Izvestia deals with? 

what the editorial of yesterdays’ Izvestia was devoted to? 

 

  b) Answer the questions using the words from the box: 

 

economical cooperation agreement 

technological contribution 

the achievements in science 

the assignment  to a position 

 

 

7. Read the text.  

”Moscow   News”  is a national weekly newspaper. The first issue of it came out in 

October 5. 1930. Its circulation is about 50,000 copies. The newspaper is printed 
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both in Russian and in English. It 

informs the readers of the life in our 

country, the most important  events in 

foreign states. On the first page you will 

find the major home news and some 

items of foreign news. The second and 

the third pages are taken by home 

affairs. On the fourth and the fifth pages 

there are reports from various countries 

on world news. On the last pages you will find  the articles which are sometimes 

called features. The term "features" covers a wide range of subjects: review of books, 

criticisms on theatre, on music, art, films, television, articles on science, travel, sport 

events, etc. The newspaper is also full of advertisements. 

 

8. Look through a fresh paper and answer 

the questions.  

 

1. What newspaper are you looking through? 2. Is 

it a morning or an evening paper? 3. Is it a daily or 

a weekly? 4. What is the headline of the editorial? 

5. What is editorial devoted to? 6. What material is 

published on the front page? 7. What international 

news does the issue carry? 8. What articles does 

page two contain? 9. Which page of the paper 

carries sporting news? 10. Are there any 

advertisements in the paper? 

 

 9.  

 a) Read and translate the text. 

 

“Moscow’s Celts forge new Hallowe’en traditions”. 

 

Hallowe'en, with its grinning pumpkin lanterns, horror movies and costumed 

kiddies demanding ‘trick or treat' often seems incongruous in Moscow. The whole 
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event has an American flavor, underpinned by a slew of Hollywood movies that bring 

the supernatural into suburbia or horror into high school. 

But for a growing band of Moscow revelers, these trans-Atlantic traditions are 

not the way to celebrate October 31. Taking their cue from the old celtic Samhain 

autumn festivals, Moscow's burgeoning Irish folk scene is planning its own parties to 

mark the occasion. 

 Samhain, also spelt samain and pronounced ‘sow-an' was a Celtic festival 

held at the end of October or start of November. Traditionally it was a harvest festival, 

though during a nineteenth century cultural revival it became controversially 

associated with a ‘day of the dead' event. Scholars still argue about whether 

Samhain was a god of death, and whether this is a true pre-cursor of Hallowe'en. 

Music lovers just enjoy the excuse to party.  

 This is a world away from the plastic ‘Oirish' world created in a million identikit 

theme pubs from Moscow's Arbat to Mongolia's desert plains. Rather than piping in 

second-rate Guinness and beaming Premiership football on to a big screen, the 

events organized by the likes of folk forum veresk.ru aim to unite lovers of traditional 

music and dance from Ireland and Scotland - and give a contemporary twist to an old 

style.  

 "In the past we never really heard this kind of music," said one fan, Nastya 

Polyanskaya. " So people got interested because it was something new. Then we 

found some similarities between Celtic and Russian cultures - a strong sense of 

identity, a love of music and fun and a mixture of happy and sad. The Russian-celtic 

scene reflects this."  

 One of the leaders of that scene, Moscow band Tintal, started doing this back 

in 2000. Combining bagpipes with electronica to create their own folk-rock fusion, 

they have become stalwarts of the underground music world. On October 31 they 

headline the now-traditional Samhain show at B2 club, which also features a 

marching bagpipe band.  

 Meanwhile, veresk.ru is hosting a similar event at Tochka, boasting an 

international line-up involving more than 50 musicians and 20 actors at an all-nighter 

on Leninsky Prospekt. The show has everything from contemporary Irish dancing to 

pirate sea-shanties described as the hypothetical music shop Tom Waits and Capt. 

Jack Sparrow's love child would shop at for all of his folksy instruments.' 

By Andy Potts, Moscow News №18 2009 (14th of May, 2009) 
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b)  Translate fat-faced words. 

Статья, озаглавленная “Московские кельты изобретают новые традиции 

Хэллоуина”, была издана в газете «Московские Новости». Автор статьи - 

Энди Потс. 

 Статья посвящена проблеме американизации российской культуры. 

Статья затрагивает вопрос празднования Хэллоуина, праздника, 

характерного для англоязычных культур, российской молодежью. 

Цель статьи – познакомить читателя с праздником как таковым, его 

происхождением и современными традициями его празднования в России, и 

соответственно с тем, как изменяется современное российское общество под 

его влиянием. 

 Статья может быть разделена на 4 части. Она начинается с точки 

зрения автора по поводу празднования американского праздника в Москве и 

негативного влияния, которое оказывается на нашу культуру. Э. Поттс 

указывает, что подобные праздники способствуют стиранию нашей 

национально-культурной идентичности. Автору кажется нелепым то, что 

московские кутилы собираются, чтобы отметить праздник, такой чужой для них. 

Сам дух праздника – чужой для российской культуры в целом. 

 Во второй части текста говорится о происхождении Хэллоуина. Автор 

замечает, что изначально этот кельтский праздник был праздником урожая, но 

после культурного возрождения в девятнадцатом столетии, он стал 

ассоциироваться с днем умерших, другими словами с Хэллоуином. 

 Последняя часть текста затрагивает празднование Хэллоуина в 

Москве. Автор подчеркивает, что кафе в Москве, например «Точка», копируют 

ирландские и шотландские пабы, например «Точка», где сторонники форума 

veresk.ru организовывают вечеринки с целью собрать вместе любителей 

традиционной кельтской музыки и танца. 

 Статья также содержит свежие факты о московской группе Tintal, 

основанной в 2000 году и выступающего в клубе B2, участники которой стали 

последователями музыкального андеграунда. Дело в том, что в своей музыке 

они сочетают мотивы волынки и электронную музыку, таким образом, создавая 

смесь  фольклорной музыки и рока. 

 В заключение статьи подчеркивается, что подобное шоу современного 

ирландского танца и пиратских песен устраивается в «Точке», организованного 
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форумом veresk.ru. 

 По моему мнению, статья затрагивает одну из самых серьезных 

проблем современного общества, а именно глобализацию. В настоящее время 

мы наблюдаем смывание границ в мире. Некоторые культуры страдают от 

Американизации, и я думаю, что наша культура - не исключение. Я против 

празднования европейских праздников, которые чужды для нашей 

национально-культурной идентичности и культурного наследия, таких как 

Хэллоуин. Таким образом, я не разделяю интерес большинства молодых людей 

в грандиозных празднованиях этого праздника. 

 

с) Translate from Russian into English exercise b. Mind your active 

vocabulary. 

 

 

Unit III 

Conferences. Agreements. Treaties. 

 

 

Vocabulary: 

Conference n – конференция  

 a (forth) coming conference - предстоящая конференция 

Sitting n - заседание 

Meeting n - собрание, митинг 

plenary meeting - пленум, пленарное заседание 
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to conduct a meeting, a conference; to hold a meeting, a conference - 

проводить собрание, конференцию 

to attend a meeting, a conference - присутствовать на собрании, 

конференции 

Congress n - конгресс, съезд 

to convene a congress, conference - созывать конгресс, съезд, 

конференцию 

Participation n - участие 

participate (in), take part (in) - принимать участие (в) 

participant - участник 

Agenda n - повестка дня 

an item of the agenda - пункт, включенный в повестку дня 

on the agenda - на повестке дня 

to adopt the agenda - принять повестку дня 

Discussion n - дискуссия, обсуждение 

to discuss - обсуждать 

in the course of discussion - в ходе обсуждения 

Question n - вопрос 

to discuss a question - обсуждать вопрос 

to settle / to solve a question - решать вопрос 

to argue a question - обсуждать (дебатировать) вопрос 

to face a question / to confront a question - столкнуться с вопросом  

the questions confronting the conference - вопросы, стоящие перед 

конференцией 

Proposal n - предложение 

to advance / to put forward a proposal - выдвигать предложение 

to adopt / to accept a proposal - принять предложение 

to approve a proposal - одобрить предложение 

to disapprove a proposal - не одобрить предложение 

to reject a proposal - отклонить предложение 

to propose - предлагать 

Conclusion n - заключение 

to arrive at / to come to / to reach a conclusion - прийти к заключению 

Decision n - решение 
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to arrive at / to come to a decision - принять решение 

to decide - решать(ся), принимать решение 

Resolution n - резолюция 

a draft resolution (on) - проект резолюции (по)  

to adopt / to carry a resolution - принять резолюцию 

to approve a resolution - одобрить резолюцию 

to disapprove a resolution - не одобрить резолюцию 

to reject a resolution - отклонить резолюцию 

to vote for a resolution - голосовать за резолюцию     

to vote against a resolution - голосовать против резолюции    

The resolution was approved by 10 votes with 5 against and 1 abstention. - 

Резолюция была одобрена десятью голосами при пяти против и одном 

воздержавшемся. 

The resolution was carried by the overwhelming majority. - Резолюция была 

принята подавляющим большинством голосов. 

Negotiations, talks (on) n - переговоры (о) 

to hold / to conduct negotiations (talks) - вести переговоры 

to negotiate - вести переговоры 

to interrupt / to break off negotiations (talks) - прервать переговоры 

to resume negotiations (talks) - возобновлять переговоры 

top-level / summit talks - переговоры на высшем уровне 

round table talks - переговоры за круглым столом 

The negotiations (talks) are under way. - Ведутся переговоры. 

Agreement (on) n - соглашение (о) 

under the agreement - по соглашению 

a long-term agreement - долгосрочное соглашение 

an agreement for the years 2017-2020 - соглашение на 2017-2020 гг. 

to conclude an agreement - заключить соглашение 

to reach an agreement - достигнуть соглашения 

to sign an agreement - подписать соглашение 

to cancel / to annual an agreement - отменить (аннулировать) соглашение 

Treaty (on) - договор  

to conclude a treaty - заключить договор  

to ratify a treaty - ратифицировать договор 
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to sign a treaty - подписать договор 

to violate a treaty - нарушить договор 

Understanding n - понимание 

deep understanding - глубокое понимание 

mutual understanding - взаимопонимание 

in the atmosphere of respect and mutual understanding - в атмосфере 

уважения и взаимопонимания 

To stress, to emphasize v - подчеркивать 

To point out v - указывать, обращать внимание 

The article points out the necessity of solving the problem of disarmament. - 

В статье обращается внимание на необходимость решения проблемы 

разоружения. 

To come into / to enter into force - вступать в силу 

According to, in accordance with prp - согдасно     

according to the agreement, in accordance with the agreement 

 

 EXERCISES 

1. Substitution Drill. Form as many word combinations (or sentences) as you can. 

Translate.  

a)   

 

b)  

to advance 

to put forward 

to discuss 

to approve 

to disapprove 

to adopt 

to accept 

to reject 

a proposal 

a plan  

a programme 

a resolution  

The delegates of 

The participants of 

the conference 

the meeting 

have advanced 

put forward 

a proposal 

a plan 
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c)   

 

the talks on 

the negotiations  

the agreement on 

the treaty 

economic cooperation 

cultural cooperation  

mutual cooperation 

economic assistance (aid) 

mutual assistance (aid) 

 

d) 

 

The talks were held in the atmosphere of mutual understanding 

deep understanding 

mutual respect 

deep respect 

 

2. Finish up the sentences and translate them. 

The article stresses the necessity of … 

The editorial emphasizes the necessity of … 

The note points out the necessity of … 

(discussing the problem of disarmament, reaching an agreement on disarmament, 

holding the talks on disarmament, relaxing international tension) 

 

3. Make phrases equivalent to the following verbs using the patterns. 

Example: to declare - to make a declaration / to decide - to come to decision 

To announce - … 

 the rally 

the congress 

the forum 

discussed a programm 

a resolution 

The members of the delegation  have approved 

disapproved 

rejected 

The proposal 

the plan 

the programm 
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To state - … 

To contribute - … 

To propose - … 

To tour - … 

To advertise - … 

To conclude - … 

To agree - … 

To understand - … 

 

4. Answer the questions choosing suitable nouns. 

Example: What can be signed? - A treaty, an agreement 

 

What can be signed? 

discussed? 

violated? 

solved? 

concluded? 

ratified? 

interrupted? 

resumed? 

conducted (held)? 

convened? 

approved? 

rejected? 

arrived at (reached)? 

advanced? 

settled? 

adopted? 

a problem, an agreement, a conclusion, a 

resolution, a plan, a forum, an issue, a 

conference, a proposal, a treaty, 

negotiations, a rally, talks  

 

5. Write the number of the right choice. 

1. to reach … agreement (1. to; 2. - ; 3. on) 

2. to arrive … a decision (1. at; 2. in; 3. to) 

3. to come … force (1. into; 2. at; 3. in) 

4. to come … conclusion (1. into; 2. to; 3. in) 
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5. to face … difficulty (1. with; 2. to; 3. - ) 

6. to touch … a question (1. with; 2. of; 3. upon) 

7. to deal … problem (1. with; 2. - ; 3. upon) 

8. to comment … achievements (1. on; 2. - ; 3. about) 

9. to follow .. the events (1. with; 2. after; 3. - ) 

10. to carry … the article (1. out; 2. on; 3. - ) 

11. the talks … cooperation (1. about; 2. on; 3. of) 

12. the report … the international situation (1. about; 2. on; 3. of) 

 

6. Translate.  

 - Присутствовать на собрании; вести переговоры; подписывать соглашение; 

отклонить резолюцию; решить проблему; одобрить декларацию. 

- Переговоры об экономической помощи прошли в дружественной атмосфере. 

Было ратифицировано соглашение о взаимном сотрудничестве. Был подписан 

договор об экономической помощи. 

 

 

Unit IV 

VISITS. 
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Vocabulary: 

Visit n -  посещение, визит 

visit v - навещать, посещать, гостить 

to pay a visit (to) - посетить, нанести визит 

to be on a visit (to) - находиться с визитом (в) 

to be on an official visit; to be on an unofficial visit  

a return visit, a reply visit - ответный визит 

a visit of friendship - визит дружбы 

a visit of good will - визит доброй воли 

a visitor, a guest - гость 

Delegation n - делегация 

head of the delegation - глава делегации  

to head а delegation, to lead а delegation - возглавлять делегацию: The 

delegation was headed bу the Secretary of State.  

to receive а delegation, to give а reception to а delegation - принять 

делегацию  

to accompany а delegation сопровож дать делегацию  

а delegate for (to) а conference делегат на конференцию 

Iпvitation n -  приглашение  

at (оп) the invitation of -  по приглашению:  

to accept аn invitation -  принять приглашение  

to reject an invitation - отклонить приглашение  

to convey an invitation передать приглашение  

Exchange n - обмен  

an exchange of visits at the highest (top) level - обмен визитами на самом 

высоком уровне  

an exchange of visits between the Ministers of Foreign Affairs - обмен 

визитами между министрами иностранных дел  

an exchange of views - обмен мнениями  

an open exchange of views - открытый обмен мнениями  

а confidential  exchange of views - конфиденциальный обмен мнениями   

an exchange of information, experience - обмен информацией, опытом 

 exchanges in scientific field ( cultural field, etc. ), exchanges in the field of 

science (in the field of culture, etc.) - обмен в области науки, культуры и т. д.  
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mutual exchange(s) - взаимный обмен(ы): Mutual exchanges in scientific and 

cultural fields promote understanding and cooperation. Взаимный обмен в научной 

и культурной областях способствует пониманию и сотрудничеству.  

Arrival n - прибытие on the arrival по прибытии 

arrive (in) v прибыть в страну (в большой город) : to arrive in Prague for an 

official visit - прибыть в Прагу с официальным визитом  

arrive (at) v - прибыть в небольшой город: to arrive at Yalta for а rest on the 

Black Sea coast прибыть в Ялту на Черноморское побережье на отдых  

Welcome n - приветствие, радушный прием  

to give а warm, cordial welcome to а delegation - оказать делегации теплый, 

радушный прием  

welcorne, greet v - приветствовать (You are) welcome! Добро пожаловать! 

Stay  n - пребывание  

stay v - пребывать, находиться 

Tour  n - поездка, путешествие, турне, экскурсия  

tour v - совершать поездку  

to tour the country, to make а tour over (of) the country - совершать поездку 

по стране  

Ties, links n - связи 

economic ties (links) - связи в области экономики 

to strengthen ties (links) - укреплять связи 

Promote v - способствовать, содействовать, развивать 

to promote exchanges, contacts, links  

 

EXERCISES 

1. Read, translate and make up some sentences in the written form:  

 

1. to visit, а return visit, а recent visit, а state visit, а visit of friendship, а visit of 

good will, а three-day visit а visit to а museum (а theatre, а gallery), а three-day 

official visit, to return а visit, to bе on an official visit, to рау а visit, а visitor  

2. to invite, а letter of invitation, an invitation card, to send out an invitation to а 

conference, at the invitation of, to accept an invitation, to reject an invitation 
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3. to welcome, to give а warm welcome, to give а cordial welcome, to receive 

а warm welcome. Welcome to Moscow!  

4. to greet, а greeting, to express warm greetings, to convey heartfelt 

greetings  

5.  to tour, а tour, to tour the country, to mаkе а tour over the country, to tour 

the world, а tourist  

6. to exchange, to exchange visits, mutual exchanges in sоmе branches of 

есоnоmу, exchanges in the scientific field, friendly exchanges of views, exchanges of 

views between the two governments  

 

2. Finish up the sentences using English words and phrases instead of the Russian 

ones given in brackets.  

 

1. Many states promote exchanges in the field of … (экономика, техника, наука, 

культура) 

2.  The heads of the governments have exchanged … (визиты, послания, ноты, 

речи) 

3.  The agreement provides for exchanges of … (дружественные визиты, 

делегации ученых) 

4.  Different states are strengthening … (экономические связи, дружественные 

контакты, всестороннее сотрудничество) 

 

3.  Put in the missing preposition if necessary. 

 

 to arrive … Moscow; to greet … guests; to tour … the country; to stay … Paris; to 

make a tour … Germany; to be … France; to pay a visit … December 18 … 28; to 

visit Russia … January 5 and 17;  to give a welcome … a delegation; to leave 

Moscow … home.  

 

4. Translate into Russian using active vocabulary: 

 

1. The Prime Minister of Britain arrived in Moscow yesterday at the invitation of 

his Russian counterpart. 
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2. The President of Senegal arrived in London from Paris on a four-day state 

visit during which he will meet and hold talks with the British Prime Minister 

and the Foreign Secretary. 

3. The Russian Foreign Minister will make an official visit to Great Britain, it 

was announced here today. The visit is in return for the recent visit to Moscow 

of the British Foreign Secretary. 

4. The President of Pakistan has accepted an official invitation to visit France, 

it was announced today. 

5. During their stay in London the delegation of the Polish government headed 

by the Prime Minister will have talks with the British leaders. 

6. The Deputy Foreign Minister is expected to arrive in Warsaw on an official 

visit next week. 

7. At the airport the Foreign Secretary was greeted by the US Secretary of 

State and other high-ranking officials. The delegation was warmly 

warmed everywhere. 

8. The head of the delegation is reported to have had talks with Russian 

officials. 

9. The EU’s special envoy to the Middle East said that Syria expressed 

willingness to find a formula to renew the Israeli-Syrian peace process which 

has been frozen since March 1996. 

10. The US Administration will next week bring Israeli and Syrian negotiators 

together in a bid to resume talks which were suspended six months ago. 

11. On Wednesday, the United States agreed to send a high-ranking 

diplomat to attend talks with Iran over its nuclear program, and was 

considering establishing a diplomatic presence in Tehran for the first time 

since the 1979 revolution and hostage crisis. 

12. North Korea said Friday it will attend preliminary peace talks in New York. 

13. South Korea on Thursday shrugged off as a temporary setback a decision 

by North Korea to cancel talks with the US on missile proliferation. 

14. Israel and the Palestinians agreed to accelerate peace talks. 

15. Ambassadors of the 26-nation alliance confronted Russia's envoy, Dmitri 

Rogozin, during a meeting in Brussels. "There was a clear and sometimes 

sharp exchange of views and no meeting of minds," said James Appathurai, a 

NATO spokesman. 
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16. A leading American envoy pulled out of talks on the long-delayed Israeli 

withdrawal from the West Bank city of Hebron last night. 

17. The German Chancellor arrived in Moscow yesterday on a six-day official 

visit and went straight into the talks with the Russian President. In the course 

of talks they will deal with arms control issues and strengthening bilateral 

relations. 

18. A new round of UN sponsored talks between Afghanistan and Pakistan 

began in Geneva yesterday. The talks are expected to last 3 days during 

which all the disputable questions will be discussed. 

19. Yesterday in Amman the prime Ministers of Jordan and Syria held a 

second round of talks aimed at overcoming political differences between their 

countries. 

20. All 27 E.U. states agreed to resume formal talks with Russia to reestablish 

the defunct accords that cover a wide range of security, economic, energy and 

administrative issues. 
 

5.  Translate. 

 

прибыть  в Москву; возглавлять делегацию; обмениваться взаимными 

визитами; содействовать экономическим контактам; нанести официальный 

визит; сопровождать инстранных туристов; приветствовать иностранных гостей; 

укреплять сотрудничество в области науки и культуры. 

 

6. Turn to current press materials and find the information: 

 

 what delegation paid a visit to our country recently, 

 when the delegation arrived in our country, 

 at whose invitation the delegation visited Russia, 

 what kind of visit it was, 

 who headed the delegation, 

 who was the delegation welcomed by, 

 who the delegation welcomed by, 

 who the delegation had talks with, 

 what problems were discussed during the talks. 
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Unit V 

COOPERATION. 

 

Vocabulary: 

Cooperation n -  сотрудничество 

close coopearation - тесное сотрудничество 

broad cooperation, large-scale or  wide-scale cooperation - широкое 

сотрудничество 

fruitful cooperation - плодотворное сотрудничество 

business cooperation -  деловое сотрудничество 

to expand cooperation - расширять сотрудничество 

to carry on cooperation - сотрудничать  

to maintain cooperation - поддерживать сотрудничество 

to cooperate v -  сотрудничать 

Relations n - отношения  

good-neighbourly relations - добрососедские отношения  

friendly relations - дружественные отношения  

commercial relations, trade relations - торговые отношения   

to set up business relations, to estaЬiish business relations - устанавливать 

деловые отношения  

to restruct international economic relations - перестроить международные 

экономические отношения  

to maintain extensive and steady relations - поддерживать широкие и 

устойчивые отношения  
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to improve relations - улучшать отношения  

Trade n - торговля  

foreign trade - внешняя торговля  

inner trade, home trade - внутренняя торговля  

trade turnover - торговый оборот  

the volume of trade - объем торговли  

to trade, to do trade, to conduct trade, to carry оп trade -  вести торговлю  

Export n - вывоз, экспорт  

export v - вывозить, экспортировать  

to export equipment, machinery, fuel, raw materials, oil, machine tools, 

apparatus -  экспортировать оборудование, машины, топливо, сырье, нефть, 

станки, приборы Import n - импорт, ввоз: the import of oil from Russia вывоз 

нефти из  России  

import v  - ввозить, импортировать  

Satisfy v - удовлетворять, соответствовать, отвечать,  

to satisfy the demands, to meet the demands удовлетворять требования (м) 

, отвечать требованиям  

to satisfy the interests, to meet the interests отвечать интересам  

to satisfy the needs, to meet the needs удовлетворять потребности  

Ties, links n - связи  

to develop economic links between Germany and Russia развивать 

экономические связи между Германией  и Россией 

to maintain ties in different fields of culture, sport and tourism - поддерживать 

связи в различных областях культуры, сnорта и туризма  

to strengthen ties (links) - укреnлять связи: The Russian-American ties are 

expanding and strengthening after the Moscow summit.  

Advantage (of, over) n - nреимущества  

to take advantage of smth. - воспользоваться чем-л., извлечь nользу из 

чего-л.  advantageous а -  благоприятный, выгодный  

to develop mutually advantageous cooperation - развивать взаимовыгодное 

сотрудничество: The СМЕА countries constantly demonstrate their readiness to 

promote mutually advantageous economic cooperation.  

mutually advantageous terms - взаимовыгодные условия 
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Member n член - to bе а member of an organization, а society, etc. the СМЕА 

member states (СМЕА * - the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance) государства 

- члены СЭВ.  

 

EXERCISES 

 

1. Translate.  

 

Устанавливать дипломатические отношения; выступать за тесное 

сотрудничество; расширять деловые связи; развивать внешнюю торговлю; 

удовлетворять потребности людей; взаимовыгодные условия. 

 
2. Translate into Russian using active vocabulary: 

 

1. Agreements on extending trade and economic, industrial and technical 

 cooperation between Russia and Canada were signed last week  during 

 Russian Foreign Minister’s stay in Ottawa. It was also agreed to resume talks 

on  a programme for exchanges in science, education and other areas. 

2. Russia has signed a protocol on completing bilateral talks with the United 

Arab  Emirates on its accession to the World Trade  Organization (WTO), Russian 

 Finance Minister Alexei Kudrin said on Sunday. "The agreement that has been 

 signed testifies to the parties' intention to develop and strengthen bilateral 

 cooperation in the economic sphere within a multilateral trade 

system, contribute  to more  intense mutual trade and closer friendly relations," 

Kudrin said after  a signing ceremony. 

3.  The United States and the Czech Republic on Tuesday signed an initial 

 agreement to begin basing part of a U.S. missile shield in the Czech Republic. 

 Earlier, Rice all but ruled out a stop in Poland this week, saying that the United 

 States had answered Polish demands for military hardware and the final 

 agreement rested with Polish authorities. 

4. The White House press secretary said Thursday that Bush hoped to discuss 

 with Medvedev areas where the two countries could "intensify cooperation in 

the  months ahead, including on missile defense and Russia's bid to join the World 
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 Trade Organization. Bush also wants to learn more about the Russian leader's 

 domestic priorities.” 

5. Russia is in favor of the development of all-round cooperation with Japan 

and  other developed countries. Economic links are mutually beneficial, 

they promote  the relaxation of international tension and help build confidence 

between the two  countries. 

6. Russia wants to trade and cooperate with Western countries, including 

 Britain. It doesn’t seek one-sided advantages. Of course, such 

 trade benefits Russia but it also benefits Western countries providing 

 employment and often long-term orders. Long-term economic 

 agreements between countries create trust in each other’s intentions. It is also 

 true in a political sense as it promotes the development of peaceful 

coexistence.  So the improvement in British-Russian economic cooperation is to be 

welcomed. 

7. A landmark agreement was reached in Beijing that clears the way for direct 

 chartered flights to the island and back every weekend — and businessmen 

keen  on developing ties to the mainland are breathing easier. "The direct flights 

would  save us a whole work day when we travel," says Samuel Chiu, a Taiwan-

based  business development manager at electronic instrumentation 

manufacturer  Agilent Technologies. "That's the biggest cost benefit. Traveling 

to Shanghai will  only take two hours now." 

8. The USA and China yesterday signed an accord to smooth future trade 

 relations. The deal aims to foster cooperation in areas such as 

 telecommunications, chemicals, electric power, aviation, automotive 

machinery  and services where China needs help and in which American business 

excels. 

9. Plans to enter into a political and economic pact between the European 

Union  and the Mediterranean countries of North Africa and the Middle East may fail 

on  the issue of aid. 

10.  Russia and the European Union (EU) will start talks on a new Partnership 

 and Cooperation Agreement in Brussels on July 4. This has become possible 

 owing to the joint efforts undertaken under the 1994 PCA, which expired last 

year.  The summit in Khanty-Mansiisk kicked off negotiations on a new 

 agreement. Some of these areas have already been mentioned in Moscow 
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and  Brussels, for instance energy cooperation, science and technology, trade and 

 investment (after Russia's WTO entry), and visa-free travel. Some specific 

 agreements may be drafted alongside the basic document, but on the whole a 

 package of such agreements is expected to be the next stage in the formation 

of  a new political and legal foundation for a Russia-EU strategic partnership. 

 

3. Finish up the sentences and translate them. 

 

a)  Different countries broaden … (large-scale cooperation with other countries, 

trade contacts with many other countries, business links with other states, all-round 

ties with different states, their cultural and scientific relations) 

b) import … Russia (1. to, 2. from, 3. into) 

export … Turkey (1. to, 2. from, 3. into) 

to carry … trade (1. out, 2. on, 3. - ) 

to set … an organization (1. on, 2. up, 3. - ) 
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PART II 

Texts 

 

Text 1 

  a) Read the article “Why do people smoke?”  

My seven-year-old son is fascinated with smoking. When he finds people 

doing it, he fixes his eyes on them and studies their behavior. “Look! That guy in the 

car is smoking,” Joey might say while observing — well, staring — and soaking up all 

that is unfamiliar to him.  

I guess that’s the job of a little boy — to figure out the actions that surround 

him. Which makes it the job of his mommy to help him make sense of it all. So that’s 

what I do, all the while hoping I steer him into adopting a repulsion for smoking and 

not an affection for it. Sometimes, when he holds a twig between his fingers and then 

places it in his mouth, letting it dangle with perfect lip control, I worry that repulsion 

is a long way off. Then I remember he is only seven years old. There’s still time. 

“Why do people smoke?” Joey asked me the other day in the car, just after we 

walked by a man smoking outside a Walgreen’s drugstore. 

“Yuck,” Joey declared as he walked through the man’s 

cloud of smoke. “Yes! He thinks it’s yucky,” were my first 

thoughts. Then I did my best at answering Joey’s question. 

I told Joey that people might smoke because at 

some point in their lives, someone asked them if they 

wanted to try a cigarette. So they tried. And they liked it. 

And maybe they don’t want to quit. Or maybe they can’t 

quit. One way or another, it becomes a habit, I explained. 

“Just like you want sugar all the time,” I told Joey. 

Some people want to smoke all the time. Or not all the time. Maybe just once 

in a while. Still, it’s not good for you, I continued. Either is sugar. I told Joey that 

smoking — and sugar — can make people sick. 

Joey knows smoking can cause coughs. He knows it can cause difficulty 

breathing. He also knows it can cause cancer. It won’t always cause cancer, though, 

I told him. But it might. And some people who never smoke — like me — can still get 
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cancer. That’s why we have to make healthy choices for our bodies. Not smoking is 

one good choice. 

Eating healthy and exercising are also good choices, I said. I told Joey that I’m 

not sure why I got cancer. But I know how I can help prevent it from coming back. So 

I eat well and exercise well. I sleep enough. I try not to get angry. I try to be happy. 

I can only hope that Joey understands a speck of what I tried to teach him. I 

can only hope he sees my example and wants to mimic me. I can only hope this 

seven-year-old boy grows up to be what I want him to be most: A non-smoker. But 

he’s only seven. And for that, I am grateful. 

 

Vocabulary: 

 

soak something up – to learn something quickly and easily (Children soak up 

language incredibly quickly.) 

all the while – all the time that something is happening (He examined her 

thoroughly, talking softly all the while.) 

adopt an approach/policy/attitude etc – to start to deal with or think about 

something in a particular way 

repulsion – a feeling that you want to avoid something or move away from it, 

because it is extremely unpleasant 

affection – a feeling of liking or love and caring 

a long way off/away/ahead etc – far away in distance or in time 

the other day – a few days ago 

yuck – (informal) used to show that you think something is very unpleasant (Oh yuck! 

I hate mayonnaise.) 

do your best – to try as hard as you can to do something (As long as you do your 

best, we’ll be happy.) 

(every) once in a while – sometimes, although not often (I do get a little anxious 

once in a while.) 

speck – a very small mark, spot, or piece of something 
b) Translate the given sentences from Russian into English in written form, 

using exercise a: 

- Джои может сказать во время наблюдения — вернее, когда он глазеет — и 

впитывает (быстро изучает) все то, что ему не знакомо. 
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- Поэтому это то, что я делаю, тем временем надеясь, что я направляю его к 

принятию отвращения к курению, а не симпатии.  

- “Почему люди курят?” – спросил меня Джои недавно в машине. 

-  Я сделала все что возможно, чтобы ответить на вопрос Джои. 

- Я могу только надеяться, что Джои поймет хотя бы крупинку того, чему я 

пыталась научить его. 

 

с) Try to render Text 1, using the vocabulary from PART I and Appendix. 

 

 

Text 2 

Read the text and render it, using the vocabulary from PART I and Appendix 

 

Netflix Hits 100 Million Subscribers 

 

The American video streaming service Netflix has 100 

million subscribers around the world. This year alone the company has gained almost 

5 million new viewers. Its content can now be seen used in 190 countries. Almost half 

of Netflix’s subscribers live in the United States. 

The company expects 

to expand even more quickly as 

services in Asia, Africa and Latin 

America have just been started. 

Almost 75% of the world’s population live here. 

A major part of Netflix’s success comes from producing its own 

shows.  “House of Cards”  or “Stranger Things” have won many awards become 

worldwide hits. 

The success of the video streaming giant is also reflected at the stock 

markets. At the moment, Netflix has a market value of  $63 billion and its stock 

price continues to rise.  

In the past decade, Netflix has changed the way we watch television.  More 

and more people are turning away from traditional TV, where you have to watch a 

film when it is aired or wait a week to watch the next episode of your favourite show. 

With video on demand viewers tend to watch whatever they want when they want to. 

http://news.english-online.at/2017/04/netflix-hits-100-million-subscribers/
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Competitors of Netflix have started to gain ground and are trying to make 

life tough for the streaming giant. Amazon Prime has launched its own streaming 

service and the big US networks are streaming their own shows as well. 

APRIL 18, 2017 

 

Vocabulary: 

 

air = broadcast on television 

award = prize 

content = here: films and movies it offers 

continue = to go on 

decade = ten years 

expand = to make bigger 

gain = to become more ; get 

gain ground = catch up with; to become better 

launch = start 

reflect = show 

rise = go up 

stock market = place where parts of companies and businesses are bought and sold 

streaming service = when you can watch a video while it is being broadcast over 

the Internet 

subscriber = person who pays money every month to use something 

success = to achieve what you wanted; to become very good at what you do 

tend = have a habit of doing something; to do something regularly 

tough = hard 

value = what something is worth 

video on demand = you can watch something whenever you want to 

viewer = a person who watches something on TV or the Internet 
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Text 3 

Read the text and  render it, using the vocabulary from PART I and Appendix. 

 
 

Heathrow Airport Celebrates 70th Anniversary 

London’s Heathrow Airport is celebrating its 70th anniversary.  The airport 

opened commercial services in 1946. Today over 70 million people pass through 

Heathrow Airport every year. It services 180 destinations  in 90 countries. Over 93% 

of all passengers are international travellers. In 2015, Heathrow was the world’s sixth 

largest airport. 

Heathrow, originally 

named London airport, lies 14 

miles (22 km) west of central 

London . Construction of a 

military airport began in 1944. 

By the time it was finished the 

war had ended and Heathrow 

was turned over to civil 

authorities. The 

first  passenger plane flew to 

Buenos Aires. In its first year 

of operation, 60000 passengers travelled through Heathrow Airport. 

As time went on Heathrow grew and grew. In the last 10 years the airport 

has invested billions of dollars  in modernising facilities for travellers. 

Last year Terminal 1 was closed to make way for a modernised Terminal 2, which 

was reopened in 2014. Currently, the airport has two runways but there are plans for 

the construction of a third runway for Europe’s busiest airport. 

JUNE 7, 2016 

 

Vocabulary: 

 

anniversary = day on which an important event happened years ago 

celebrate = to show that a day in history is important by doing something special  on 

it 

http://news.english-online.at/2016/05/heathrow-70th-anniversary/
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civil authorities = organisation that belongs to the public, not the military 

commercial service =  here: people pay money for travelling to and from other 

places 

construction = building something 

currently = at the moment 

destination = place to travel to 

facility = place or building that you use for something special 

invest = here: to spend money to make it better 

operation = here: in use 

originally = at first 

reopen = open again after being closed for some time 

runway = long flat piece of ground on which planes take off and land 

service = to provide something that people need 

 

 

Text 4 

Read the text and render it, using the vocabulary from PART I and Appendix. 

 

Prince Harry Talks About How He Struggled After Diana’s Death 

 

For the first time England’s Prince Harry has talked about how 

he struggled emotionally after the death of his mother , Lady Diana, in September 

1997. The 32 year old prince said that the the past few years of his life had 

been disturbing until finally his brother, William, urged him see a counselor. 

Harry told journalists that it took him almost two decades to finally get over the tragic 

event. When Princess Diana died in a car accident, Harry 

was 12 years old. 

He said that counselling helped him a lot because it is 

always good to open yourself up to a complete 

stranger. Apart from getting professional help, Harry started 

boxing to help overcome his grief. 

In his late 20s Harry said that he had felt angry and 

left alone . He almost suffered a nervous breakdown as well. 

He said he had been dealing with the situation by not 

http://news.english-online.at/2017/04/prince-harry-talks-about-how-he-struggled-after-dianas-death/
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thinking about his mother and sticking his head into the sand. 

Together with Prince William and his sister-in-law, Kate, Harry started 

the Heads Together campaign , a charity that helps people who 

have psychological problems. 

APRIL 18, 2017 

 

Vocabulary: 

 

apart from = besides, also 

campaign = movement ; events about a certain topic 

charity = organization that gives money or goods to people who are poor or need 

help 

counselor = a person who advises you and gives you help 

decade = ten years 

disturbing = worrying, upsetting 

emotionally = about your feelings and how you control them 

grief = extreme sadness because someone you love has died 

nervous breakdown = a mental illness in which someone becomes extremely 

nervous and cannot deal with normal situations 

open yourself up = to stop being shy and say what you really think 

overcome = to control a feeling or a problem 

psychological = about the way your mind works  and how it influences your 

behavior 

sister-in-law = the sister of your husband or wife 

struggle = fight against 

urge = to say you should to something 
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Text 5 

Read the text and render it, using the vocabulary from PART I and Appendix. 

 

Volkswagen becomes world’s largest carmaker 

 

German automobile-maker Volkswagen overtook Toyota to become the 

world’s largest car manufacturer in 2016.  VW, which also produces Audi, Porsche 

and Skoda cars,  produced 10.3 million cars last year, about a hundred thousand 

more than its Japanese rival. American carmaker General Motors came in 

third.  Toyota has dominated the car market in the last decade. 

These results are surprising, considering the fact that Volkswagen has 

been involved in a diesel emissions scandal for the past few years. 

Most of VW’s increases come from  Europe and the Chinese market. In China, 

which could overtake Europe as VW’s biggest market, VW sold almost 4 

million vehicles. Sales in the United States and Latin American countries dropped last 

year. 

The German carmaker has undergone turbulent times during the last few 

years, but has managed to stabilize its sales. It desperately wants to earn back 

the trust of its customers, especially in the United States. A short time ago 

Volkswagen agreed to  pay billions of dollars in compensation  for installing software 

that would show wrong emission data in diesel vehicles. 

Toyota has responded by stating that being the world’s largest car producers 

is not the company’s primarygoal. According to a spokesperson, it just wants to 

continue making  good cars. 

http://www.english-online.at/travel/cars/cars-and-how-they-work.htm
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Vocabulary: 

 

according to = as said by … 

agree = to say that you will do something 

billion = a thousand million 

compensation = money that you pay to someone because something they own has 

been damaged or does not work the way it should 

consider = if you look at certain facts 

data = information, facts 

decade = ten years 

desperately =  badly, greatly 

dominate = to be number one 

drop = go down 

emission = gases that are sent into the air when you burn fuel 

especially = above all 

increase = rise 

involve = to be a part of 

manage = succeed in doing something that is difficult 

manufacture = produce, make 

overtake – overtook = to become better or larger than something or someone else 

primary goal = the most important thing you want to do in the future 

respond = answer, reply 

rival = here: company that you compete with ; company that wants to sell more than 

you do 

spokesperson = person who  has been chosen by a company  to give information 

stabilize = keep the  same; not change 

state = to say officially 

trust = to think of someone as being honest 

undergo = here a bad experience 

vehicle = machine with an engine that is used to take people or products from  one 

place to another, like a car, truck or bus 
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Text 6 

Read the text and  render it, using the vocabulary from PART I and Appendix. 

 

Pollution threatens the Taj Mahal 

 

The Taj Mahal, one of the seven wonders of the modern world and India’s 

greatest landmark, is in danger of being damaged by air and water pollution. Agra, 

where the Taj Mahal stands, has been polluted heavily by industries and traffic over 

the past decades. Illegal factories are springing up around the Taj Mahal and 

uncontrolled construction around the monument seems to be endless. Ground 

water levels are sinking because the population around Agra, a city of four million 

people, is growing and needs more and more water. The wooden foundations of the 

monument may collapse because they are becoming too dry. 

  The Yamuna River, which runs through Agra, is heavily polluted by industries 

around the capital Delhi, which is about hundred and fifty kilometers up the river. 

At the end of the last century the government realized the growing problem and 

started a program to save the monument’s shiny white marble façade because it was 

turning yellow. Over $150 million were spent on restoration but it did not help 

much. Corrosion has continued and acid rain has also caused a change in the color 

of the façade. Some years ago restoration experts started putting mud packs around 

the façade to bring back the building’s shiny white color. 

http://www.english-online.at/geography/india/india-introduction.htm
http://www.english-online.at/environment/air-pollution/air-pollution-and-smog.htm
http://www.english-online.at/art-architecture/monuments-memorials/monuments-and-memorials.htm
http://www.english-online.at/geography/rivers/geography-of-rivers.htm
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The government and city authorities have taken measures to protect India’s greatest 

sight. Pollution stations around Agra monitor air quality around the clock. Car traffic 

has been banned within two kilometers of the monument. Electric and battery 

driven cars and buses then take tourists to the site. A natural gas pipeline is 

also in discussion. Factories and industries around Agra should be persuaded to 

change to cleaner forms of energy. 

  Each year about 3 million tourists come to the Taj Mahal. The building was 

built by a Mogul emperor in the 17 th century. It took over 20,000 workers 17 years to 

finish it. 
 

 

Vocabulary: 

 

authorities = the people who are in control of a certain area or district 

ban = forbid 

battery-driven = powered by a battery 

capital = city in which the government is 

century = a hundred years 

collapse = break down 

construction = building 

damage = destroy 

decade = a hundred years 

emperor = king or queen who rules over many countries 

endless = without end 

facade = the front of a large, important building 

factory = building where products are made 

foundation = the cement and bricks under a building that support it and help make it 

stand 

government = the people who rule the country 

heavily =very much 

illegal = against the law 

in discussion = talked about 

landmark = well-known sight 

level = how high something is 
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marble = hard rock that becomes smooth when you polish it; it is used for making 

buildings 

measure = action 

Mogul = member of a family of Muslims who ruled northern India from the 16 th to the 

19 th centuries 

monitor = watch, observe 

mud pack = wet sticky earth 

natural gas = gas that is used as a fuel 

persuade = convince; to try to make someone do something because you think it is 

right 

pollute = to make air and water dirty 

protect = save, guard 

realize = understand 

restoration = to repair an old, famous monument or building and make it look the 

same as when it was first built 

shiny = smooth and bright 

sink = go down 

spring up = emerge, come up 

 

 

Text 7 

Read the text and render it, using the vocabulary from PART I and Appendix. 

 

Science explains why we squeeze cute animals 

 

Have you ever seen an animal so cute that 

you just wanted to explode with happiness? Well, 

science has finally explained why you feel that way, 

and why it’s actually good for your mood. 

Student researchers at Yale University 

have decided to name our strong desire to squeeze 

adorable things as “cute aggression” . They discovered that if we’re too happy, 

our body and our brain look for ways to get rid of that energy. 
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With all of that extra energy, the fastest way our bodies can get rid of it is by 

being aggressive. Not overly aggressive though, just a little more than usual. For 

example, instead of punching people after seeing a cute kitten, you might hug 

someone a little too hard. 

During the research study, they found out that the cuter the picture was, the 

more aggressive the volunteers would be. The volunteers were told to 

pop bubbles after looking at a few pictures. Those who looked at cute pictures 

popped 40 more bubbles on average than the others. 

There are two theories about why we have cute aggression. The first reason is that 

we feel a need to take care of the cute creature, so we become frustrated because 

we can’t. The second is that our brains need to balance out our happiness with a 

negativity, like crying while laughing. 

In the end, most agree that cute aggression is not a big deal. So, continue to 

hug cute things, or learn to sprint if you’re just too cute. 

JULY 28, 2015 

 

Vocabulary: 

 

happiness = the state of feeling really good or positive 

aggression = being violent or using a lot of force 

energy = strength or power in the mind and body 

bubbles = a thin circle object filled with air that is easy to break 

frustrated = feeling annoyed or unhappy about something 
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Text 8 

Read the text and render it, using the vocabulary from PART I and Appendix. 

 

Facebook’s Latin American Vice President was arrested in Brazil 

 

On March 2nd, the Vice President of Facebook’s Latin 

Americandivision, Diego Dzodan, was arrested in Brazil. Judge Marcel Maia 

Montalvão from the state of Sergipe first issued fines, then the arrest after Facebook 

failed to release messages related to a drug trafficking investigation. 

The messages were sent via WhatsApp, a messaging application owned by 

Facebook. This arrest comes after Brazil blocked the messaging app for 48 hours 

last year when they refused to provide information about one of its users who had 

been involved in a criminal investigation. 

WhatsApp encrypts all of its messages to secure users’ information. That 

means that even the company itself is unable to decrypt the messages. 

Facebook was not happy with the arrest and responded by saying, “Arresting people 

with no connection to a pending law enforcement investigation is a capricious step 

and we are concerned about the effects for people of Brazil and innovation in the 

country.” 

MARCH 2, 2016 

Vocabulary: 

 

division = part of a larger group. 

arrested = taken to prison or jail for possibly committing a crime. 

refuse = show that one is not willing to do something. 

encrypt = hides data in (something) by converting it into a code. 

decrypt = to make a code able to be read. 
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Text 9 

a) Read the text and render it, using the vocabulary from PART I and 

Appendix. 

Global Warming 

 

The world's oceans have warmed 50 percent 

faster over the last 40 years than previously thought due 

to climate change, Australian and US climate 

researchers reported Wednesday. Higher ocean 

temperatures expand the volume of water, contributing 

to a rise in sea levels that is submerging small island 

nations and threatening to wreak havoc in low-lying, 

densely-populated delta regions around the globe.  

 The study, published in the British journal Nature, 

adds to a growing scientific chorus of warnings about the pace and consequences 

rising oceans. It also serves as a corrective to a massive report issued last year by 

the Nobel-winning UN Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), 

according to the authors.  

 Rising sea levels are driven by two things: the thermal expansion of sea water, 

and additional water from melting sources of ice. Both processes are caused by 

global warming. The ice sheet that sits atop Greenland, for example, contains 

enough water to raise world ocean levels by seven metres (23 feet), which would 

bury sea-level cities from Dhaka to Shanghai.  

 Trying to figure out how much each of these factors contributes to rising sea 

levels is critically important to understanding climate change, and forecasting future 

temperature rises, scientists say. But up to now, there has been a perplexing gap 

between the projections of computer-based climate models, and the observations of 

scientists gathering data from the oceans.  

 The new study, led by Catia Domingues of the Centre for Australian Weather 

and Climate Research, is the first to reconcile the models with observed data. Using 

new techniques to assess ocean temperatures to a depth of 700 metres (2,300 feet) 

from 1961 to 2003, it shows that thermal warming contributed to a 0.53 millimetre-

per-year rise in sea levels rather than the 0.32 mm rise reported by the IPCC.  

           DECEMBER 23, 2008 
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b) Answer these questions (choose the best answer):  

 

1. What happens when the ocean's temperature rises? 

  - It causes sea levels to rise. 

  - It causes sea levels to remain constant. 

  - It causes sea levels to decrease. 

 

2. The rise in water levels is especially dangerous for small island nations and: 

  - low-lying urban areas. 

  - all coastal cities. 

  - people who live on the beach. 

 

3. The new study: 

  - shows that thermal warming contributed to a 0.32 millimeter-per-year rise in sea 

levels. 

  - did not reveal anything that scientists didn't already know. 

  - used new techniques to assess ocean temperatures.  

 

4. Ultimately, the new study should help scientists to: 

  - lower water levels. 

  - better predict climate change. 

  - bury sea-level cities like Dhaka and Shanghai. 

 

5. What was the main finding of the study? 

  - That not enough is being done about global warming. 

  - That ocean waters have warmed faster than scientists had previously thought. 

  - That the warming of the world's oceans is not a threat. 
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Text 10 

a) Read the text and render it, using the vocabulary from PART I and 

Appendix. 

 

Can a healthy lifestyle alter your genes? 

 

 

Comprehensive lifestyle changes including a better diet and more exercise can 

lead not only to a better physique, but also to swift and dramatic changes at the 

genetic level, U.S. researchers said on Monday. In a small study, the researchers 

tracked 30 men with low-risk prostate cancer who decided against conventional 

medical treatment such as surgery and radiation or hormone therapy.  

 The men underwent three months of major lifestyle changes, including eating 

a diet rich in fruits, vegetables, whole grains, legumes and soy products, moderate 

exercise such as walking for half an hour a day, and an hour of daily stress 

management methods such as meditation. As expected, they lost weight, lowered 

their blood pressure and saw other health improvements. But the researchers found 

more profound changes when they compared prostate biopsies taken before and 

after the lifestyle changes. After the three months, the men had changes in activity in 

about 500 genes -- including 48 that were turned on and 453 genes that were turned 

off. The activity of disease-preventing genes increased while a number of disease-

promoting genes, including those involved in prostate cancer and breast cancer, shut 

down, according to the study published in the journal Proceedings of the National 

Academy of Sciences.  

 The research was led by Dr. Dean Ornish, head of the Preventive Medicine 

Research Institute in Sausalito, California, and a well-known author advocating 

lifestyle changes to improve health."It's an exciting finding because so often people 

say, 'Oh, it's all in my genes, what can I do?' Well, it turns out you may be able to do 
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a lot," Ornish, who is also affiliated with the University of California, San Francisco, 

said in a telephone interview. "'In just three months, I can change hundreds of my 

genes simply by changing what I eat and how I live?' That's pretty exciting," Ornish 

said. "The implications of our study are not limited to men with prostate cancer."  

OCTOBER 22, 2008 

 

b) Answer these questions (choose the best answer):  

 

1. The article basically states that a healthy lifestyle: 

 - can even alter your genes for the better. 

 - has no effect on your genes. 

 - is good for the environment. 

 

2. Apart from eating healthy food and exercising, the men in the study: 

 - were put under a lot of stress. 

 - were taught stress management methods. 

 - were given a lot of meat. 

 

3. In total, how many genes changed as a result of the healthy lifestyle? 

 - 48 

 - 453 

 - 500 

 

4. What happened to some of the disease-causing genes? 

 - Their activity increased 

 - Their activity decreased 

 - There was very little change in their activity 

 

5. Which of the following is NOT mentioned in the article? - The men in the study: 

 - complained about headaches 

 - lost weight 

 - lowered their blood pressure 
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Text 11 

a) Read the text and render it, using the vocabulary from PART I and 

Appendix. 

 

China and Taiwan's Plane Diplomacy 

 

For Taiwanese business people living in China, trips home can be a full-day 

slog. Despite the proximity of the island to the mainland, sensitive Taiwan/China 

relations means there are virtually no direct flights. Travelers are forced to transit an 

intermediate airport, usually the one in Hong Kong, adding hours to what ought to be 

a relatively quick trip. 

But since March, when Taiwanese elected Ma Ying-jeou as President, China 

and Taiwan relations have been improving. Case in point: on June 13, a landmark 

agreement was reached in Beijing that clears the way for direct chartered flights to 

the island and back every weekend — and businessmen keen on developing ties to 

the mainland are breathing easier. "The direct flights would save us a whole work day 

when we travel," says Samuel Chiu, a Taiwan-based business development manager 

at electronic instrumentation manufacturer Agilent Technologies. "That's the biggest 

cost benefit. Traveling to Shanghai will only take two hours now." 

The agreement is significant to more than the convenience of the estimated 5 

million Taiwanese who traveled to China last year, or to the 1 million who now live 

and work on the mainland. It is expected to aid Taiwan's economy and ease tensions 

across the combustible Taiwan Strait, the 112 mile (180km) wide body of water 

separating mainland China and Taiwan. The direct-flight deal was reached by two 

semi-official bodies representing Beijing and Taipei in their touchy diplomatic 

contacts: Taiwan's Straits Exchange Foundation and China's Association for 
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Relations Across the Taiwan Straits. The two sides hadn't met since 1999, when 

Taiwan's then-President Lee Teng-huis offended China by referring to their relations 

as "state-to-state." China considers Taiwan to be a breakaway territory and bristles at 

any reference to it as a sovereign government. "The resumption of talks is always 

encouraging," says Andrew Yang, head of the Taipei-based Chinese Council of 

Advanced Policy Studies. "Now a brief encounter between the two sides unveils a 

new historical chapter for cross-strait relations." 

Ma, who was elected by 58% of voters in March, made improved ties with the 

mainland a key platform of his campaign. The direct flights agreement represents the 

first major step his administration has taken to meeting that pledge. 

The agreement is expected to give a modest boost to Taiwan's economy. 

More cross-strait tourism will boost annual GDP growth by 6% to 8%, according to a 

report on tourism in Taiwan by Goldman Sachs. Benefits could extend beyond the 

economy. China has threatened to invade Taiwan if it declares formal independence 

and has installed hundreds of missiles along its southern coast near Taiwan. The 

U.S. military, which could be drawn in to defend Taiwan in the event of a conflict, 

considers the Taiwan Strait to be one of the most dangerous flashpoints in Asia. 

Easing tensions will require more than a deal on tourism, Yang says, but he notes 

that Friday's agreement could help reduce provocative military maneuvers. "Both 

China and Taiwan conduct training exercises in the Taiwan Strait. To avoid 

miscalculation, to avoid accidents, those exercises have to be constrained," he says. 

"Whether Beijing or Taiwan have a willingness to eliminate exercises and training, 

that remains to be seen. But that would be conducive to assurance of safety corridors 

for normal charter flights." When the skies between the two sides are crowded with 

passenger aircraft, it's that much harder to fill them with missiles and fighter jets. 

MARCH, 13 2008 

Time 

 

b) Answer the questions: 

- What landmark agreement was reached by China and Taiwan? Where was 

this agreement signed? 

- In what areas does the deal aim to foster cooperation between the two 

parties? 

- Since what time have Chinese-Taiwanese relations been improving? 
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- Why is this accord considered to be significant? 

- When and why did the relations between China and Taiwan deteriorate? 

- What other Taiwanese areas is the agreement expected to give a boost to? 

 

 

Text 12 

Read the text and render it, using the vocabulary from PART I and Appendix. 

 

Russia will restart talks on the draft trade and economic cooperation 

program with Turkey for 2016-2019, the Russian Government said in the decree 

on trade and economic relations with Turkey, posted on the Cabinet’s website 

on Friday. 

 

“In accordance with introduced amendments the mixed intergovernmental 

commission on trade and economic cooperation will resume activity,” the decree 

says. 

Russia also recommences negotiations with Turkey on the draft trade and 

economic cooperation program for 2016-2019. “The negotiating process with the 

Turkish side is also contemplated to continue on the draft intergovernmental 

agreement on trade in services and investments, draft mid-term program of trade and 

economic, research and technology and cultural cooperation for 2016-2019 and 

creation of a joint Russian-Turkish fund for financing of investment projects,” the 

document says. 
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Special attention is paid to security provision for Russian citizens in Turkey. 

The Russian Foreign Ministry and law enforcement agencies are tasked “to ensure 

monitoring of the situation in the security sphere for Russian citizens in the territory of 

Turkey and submit proposals on measures to protect their rights in case threats are 

found,” the Government said. 

JULY 22, 2016 

TASS  

 

Text 13 

Read the text and render it, using the vocabulary from PART I and Appendix. 

 

The Chinese Negotiations 

 

In preparing for a business trip to China, most Westerners like to arm 

themselves with a handy, one-page list of etiquette how-tos. “Carry a boatload of 

business cards,” tipsters say. “Bring your own interpreter.” “Speak in short 

sentences.” “Wear a conservative suit.” Such advice can help get you in the door and 

even through the first series of business transactions. But it won’t sustain the kind of 

prolonged, year-in, year-out associations that Chinese and Western businesses can 

now achieve. 

Indeed, our work with dozens of companies and thousands of American and 

Chinese executives over the past 20 years has demonstrated to us that a superficial 

obedience to the rules of etiquette gets you only so far. In fact, we have witnessed 

breakdowns between American and Chinese business people time and time again. 

The root cause: a failure on the American side to understand the much broader 

context of Chinese culture and values, a problem that too often leaves Western 

negotiators both flummoxed and flailing. 

The challenge of mutual understanding is great; American and Chinese 

approaches often appear incompatible. All too often, Americans see Chinese 
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negotiators as inefficient, indirect, and even dishonest, while the Chinese see 

American negotiators as aggressive, impersonal, and excitable. Such differences 

have deep cultural origins. Yet those who know how to navigate these differences 

can develop thriving, mutually profitable, and satisfying business relationships. 

OCTOBER 1, 2003 

Harvard Business Review, John L. Graham, N. Mark Lam 
 

 

Text 14 

Read the text and render it, using the vocabulary from PART I and Appendix. 

 

Germany won’t sign MLAT, cites death penalty 

 

Germany has expressed its 

inability to sign the Mutual Legal 

Assistance Treaty (MLAT) with India, 

citing its provision for “death penalty” 

for heinous crimes and terror activities. 

India has signed MLAT with 39 

countries, including the United States. This is perhaps the first time a country 

has refused to sign the treaty on grounds of the death penalty provision. 

Union Minister of State for Home Affairs Kiren Rijiju signed a 

memorandum of understanding (MoU) with Gunte Krings of the Federal Ministry 

of the Interior of the Republic of Germany on security cooperation and disaster 

management. Dr. Krings is part of a delegation which has come to India with 

German Chancellor Angela Merkel. 

An MLAT is an agreement between two or more countries for gathering 

and exchanging information to enforce public or criminal laws. 

OCTOBER 6, 2015 

The Hindu, India 

 

 

 

 

https://hbr.org/search?term=john+l.+graham
https://hbr.org/search?term=n.+mark+lam
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Text 15 

Read the text and render it, using the vocabulary from PART I and Appendix. 

 
Families spend four days a year arguing 

 

Parents and children have at least 

three disagreements a day, with 

mothers causing most of the row.  

The most common rows are over 

household chores, children “treating the house like a hotel“, and couples taking each 

other for granted, a survey of 3,000 families found.s, according to new research. 

Fights flare up three times a day, usually lasting for five minutes. Families 

spend 91 hours a year arguing, with mothers the worst culprits for shouting 

and sulking. 

Mark De Netto, spokesman for family database Uinvue – who organised the 

research – said: “It was interesting to note that mum still seems to play 

the pivotal role within the family.” 

“However the results do show that dads are getting far more involved.” 

Researchers found that daughters were most likely to slam doors during an 

argument, while fathers preferred to go for a long drive to cool off. 

Television was a big source of disagreement, with mothers preferring soap 

operas, fathers wanting to watch sport or documentaries, and children arguing for 

films or reality TV shows. 

Mr De Netto said: “Although arguments are a common factor in all families, our 

results show that they play a vital role in building and strengthening bonds within the 

family and act as a release valve for family members, so minor arguments do play a 

positive role in family life.” 

“We do still think it is worthwhile counting slowly to ten sometimes.” 

One in ten of the families polled said they were not on speaking terms at the 

time of the survey. 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk 

 

 

 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/family/6559883/Families-spend-four-days-a-year-arguing.html
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Vocabulary: 

 

disagreement [dɪsə’ɡri:mənt] – a situation in which people express different opinions 

about something and sometimes argue (разногласие, ссора) 

cause [kɔ:z] – быть причиной 

row [raυ] – a short angry argument, especially between people who know each other 

well [= quarrel] (спор, ссора). 

chore [tʃɔ:] – повседневная работа по дому 

treat [tri:t] – относиться 

hotel [həυ’tel] – обратите внимание на ударение, в песне “Hotel California” 

ударение неправильное 

couple [‘kʌpl] – пара (означает как “два”, так и “семейная/влюбленная чета”) 

take somebody/something for granted – to expect that someone or something will 

always be there when you need them and never think how important or useful they 

are (считать, что все тебе должны) 

flare [fleə] (тж. flare up) – ярко вспыхивать, рассердиться, прийти в ярость 

argue [‘ɑ:ɡju:] – to disagree with someone in words, often in an angry way (спорить): 

argument [‘ɑ:ɡjυmənt] – a situation in which two or more people disagree, often 

angrily [= disagreement] (спор) 

culprit [‘kʌlprɪt] – обвиняемый 

sulk [sʌlk] – дуться; быть сердитым, мрачным 

pivotal [‘pɪvətl] – more important than anything else in a situation, system etc 

(центральный, осевой. pivot – стержень, опорный пункт. У меня монитор 

вращается вокруг оси – pivot monitor) 

do – здесь это вспомогательный глагол и используется для усиления значения 

главного глагола (можно перевести как “действительно”). 

far more/less – гораздо более/менее 

slam [slæm] – хлопанье (дверьми) 

although [ɔ:l’ðəυ] – несмотря на то, что 

common [‘kɒmən] – общий, распространённый 

vital [‘vaɪtl] – жизненно важный 

strengthen [‘streŋθn] – усиливать, укреплять 

bond [bɒnd] – связь, узы 
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release [rɪ’li:s] – выпускной 

valve [vælv] – клапан 

worthwhile [wɜ:θ’waɪl] – стоящий 

term [tɜ:m] – личные отношения; 

to be on good (bad) terms – быть в хороших (плохих) отношениях 

be not speaking/not be on speaking terms – if two people are not speaking, they 

do not talk to each other 

 

 

Text 16 

Read the text and render it, using the vocabulary from PART I and Appendix. 

 

Cat owners ‘more educated than dog owners’ 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cats have long been thought to be cleverer than dogs – and now it seems the 

same is true of their owners. People with cats are more likely to have 

university degrees than those with dogs, according to a scientific survey of pet 

ownership.  

The study also revealed that the combined cat and dog population of Britain is 

more than 20.8 million – 50 per cent higher than previously thought. 

Researchers at the University of Bristol say that the superior intelligence of cat 

owners is unlikely to be caused by their exposure to the 

famously cunning and selfish pets. 
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Rather, more educated people tend to work longer hours and choose a pet 

to fit their lifestyles. Unlike dogs, cats require no walking and can manage with little 

human company. 

Dr Jane Murray, Cats Protection Lecturer in Feline Epidemiology, who led the 

study, said: “We don’t think it is associated with income because that was one of 

the variables we looked at, and there was little difference. 

“Cats require less time per day than a dog, so they are more popular with 

educated people who work late and have long commutes.” 

Homes with degree-holders were 1.36 times more likely to have a cat than 

other households. The same homes were less likely to have a dog than households 

where no-one went to university. 

The study, published in the Veterinary Record journal, also found that cat 

owners were more likely to be older and female. Both cat and dog owners were more 

likely than the general population to live in households with gardens in rural areas. 

As part of the study 2,980 people were interviewed about their pet ownership, 

geography and educational background. Combining the results 

with census information produced new figures for Britain’s pet population – 10.3 

million cats and 10.5 million dogs. The numbers do not include strays. 

Previous estimates had put the totals at 7.2 million and 7.3 million respectively. 

Dr Jane Murray said: “We are confident that our figures are the most 

accurate yet. The other estimates are produced by the pet food industry and have not 

been published in peer reviewed journals. We are not saying there has been a 

huge spike in the cat and dog populations – we are just getting better at counting 

them.” 

Researchers at the university’s Department of Clinical Veterinary Science 

hope to repeat the study 2011, to monitor any changes in population numbers and 

ownership trends. 

The popular myth of cat intelligence was dented last year with the publication of a 

study showing that they did worse than dogs at a simple reasoning task. Cats 

presented with two pieces of string, only one of which was attached to a food reward, 

could not tell which one to pull for their treat. 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk 

 

 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/family/6559883/Families-spend-four-days-a-year-arguing.html
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Vocabulary: 

 

superior[s(j)uː’pɪərɪə] – better, more powerful, more effective etc than a similar 

person or thing, especially one that you are competing against (лучший, 

превосходящий) 

intelligence[ɪn’telɪʤ(ə)n(t)s] – the ability to learn, understand, and think about things 

(интеллект) 

exposure[ɪk’spəuʒə], [ek-] – подвергание (какому-л. воздействию) 

cunning[‘kʌnɪŋ] – someone who is cunning is clever and good at deceiving people in 

order to get what they want (хитрый, коварный) 

selfish[‘selfɪʃ] – caring only about yourself and not about other people – used to 

show disapproval (эгоистичный) 

feline[‘fiːlaɪn] – животное из семейства кошачьих 

epidemiology[ˌepɪˌdiːmɪ’ɔləʤɪ] – the study of the way diseases spread, and how to 

control them 

variable[‘vɛərɪəbl] – (мат.) переменная (величина) 

commute[kə’mjuːt] – the journey to work every day (поездка на работу) 

rural[‘ruər(ə)l] – happening in or relating to the countryside, not the city (≠ urban) 

(деревенский, сельский) 

background[‘bækgraund] – someone’s family, education, previous work etc 

(происхождение, биографические данные, всё, что связано с жизнью человека) 

census[‘sen(t)səs] – an official process of counting a country’s population and finding 

out about the people (перепись, сбор сведений) 

stray[streɪ] – a stray animal, such as a dog or cat, is lost or has no home 

(бездомный, бродячий) 

estimate [‘estɪmeɪt] – a calculation of the value, size, amount etc of something 

(оценка) 

peer [pɪə] – your peers are the people who are the same age as you, or who have 

the same type of job, social class etc (равный, сверстник): 

spike[spaɪk] – a sudden large increase in the number or rate of something (резкий 

скачок) 

dent [dent] – to damage or harm something (негативно влиять, подрывать) 

reasoning[‘riːz(ə)nɪŋ] – a process of thinking carefully about something in order to 

make a judgment (рассуждение, умозаключение) 
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Text 17 

 

Read the text and render it, using the vocabulary from PART I and Appendix. 

 

How to communicate with confidence? 

 

The secret to all 

communication is making your 

point clearly and effectively. 

Whether you are negotiating a 

pay raise or arguing with a 

loved one, you always need to 

make clear what it is that you’re 

saying. 

Your body is as important as your voice for doing this. How you carry and 

present yourself can make the difference between somebody merely letting your 

voice wash over them, or truly understanding and responding to you. Here are a 

few pointers to help you ensure that you say what you really want to say every time. 

Others won’t take you seriously if you don’t look like you are taking yourself 

seriously to begin with. Allow your physical presence to echo the impression you 

want to make with your words. 

To create an impression of confidence you should stand or sit firmly, 

without swaying or fidgeting. Keep your head still and your back straight and even 

lean slightly forward and whoever you’re talking to will know that you feel sure in what 

you are saying. 

As every good politician knows, the way you use your hands can be as 

important as what you say. David Cameron has studied Tony 

Blair’s emphatic style, thrusting the back of one hand into the palm of the other 

to punctuate his points convincingly. 

Gordon Brown, by contrast, looks much more at sea, and often rearranges his 

hands nervously while he’s speaking. 

The eyes are our most valuable tool when trying to get a point across. Eye 

contact plays a big part in striking rapport and establishing trust, while a lack of it 

can hinder your message. 
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By maintaining eye contact with those you’re addressing – 

moving steadily from person to person if faced with a group – you can control their 

attention. Make sure you are not staring – you don’t want to scare people off. 

Do you have trouble making yourself understood? 

 The next time you are trying to persuade someone of 

something, consider the impression you are giving as you speak. Are your 

eyes wandering? Perhaps you keep crossing your legs or fidgeting with your clothes? 

Many of us get nervous when we speak and our body language becomes confused. 

The same thing can happen if we aren’t convinced by what we are saying. 

Focus on the other person and imagine you are willing your point onto them. 

You will find that you instantly become much more convincing. Even if they disagree 

with what you are saying, the people you are talking to will know exactly what your 

point is. Of course, none of this will help if you’re talking a lot of rubbish. 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk 

 

Vocabulary: 

 

merely [‘mɪəlɪ] – только, просто 

wash over somebody [wɔʃ…] (phrasal verb) – if you let something wash over you, 

you do not pay close attention to it (оставить кого-л. равнодушным): 

pointer [‘pɔɪntə] – a useful piece of advice or information that helps you to do or 

understand something (= tip) 

presence – the ability to appear impressive to people because of your appearance 

or the way you behave (наружность, производящая благоприятное впечатление) 

sway [sweɪ] – to move slowly from one side to another 

fidget [‘fɪʤɪt] – to keep moving your hands or feet, especially because you are bored 

or nervous 

emphatic [ɪm’fætɪk], [em-] – expressing an opinion, idea etc in a clear, strong way to 

show its importance (выразительный; экспрессивный): 

thrust [θrʌst] – to push something somewhere roughly (пихать, толкать): 

punctuate [‘pʌŋkʧueɪt], [-tju-] – акцентировать подчёркивать 

convincing [kən’vɪn(t)sɪŋ] – making you believe that something is true or right 

(убедительный) 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/family/6559883/Families-spend-four-days-a-year-arguing.html
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(all) at sea – confused or not sure what to do (в растерянности, как в тёмном лесу, 

как будто кто-то потерялся в море и не знает куда плыть) 

get across (phrasal verb) – to succeed in communicating an idea or piece of 

information to someone, or to be communicated successfully (стать понятным) 

rapport [ræ’pɔː] – friendly agreement and understanding between people 

rapport with/between (хорошие взаимоотношения, взаимопонимание) (обратите 

внимание на транскрипцию – это французское слово) 

hinder [‘hɪndə] – to make it difficult for something to develop or succeed 

(затруднять; мешать) 

steady [‘stedɪ] – continuing or developing gradually or without stopping, and not 

likely to change (постоянный) 

rubbish [‘rʌbɪʃ] – абсурд, ерунда (также: мусор) 

 

 

Text 18 

Read the text and render it, using the vocabulary from PART I and Appendix. 

 

When will Brexit negotiations begin? 
 

Brexit negotiations were initially set to take place on June 19, after 

the European Union’s chief negotiator Michel Barnier set the date. 

But the two year Brexit countdown clock is ticking and questions were raised 

on Britain's readiness to step up to the table after the June General Election resulted 

in a hung parliament. 

Theresa May has now confidently confirmed that she remains on course for 

the Brexit talks next week and that the British people shared "a unity of purpose”. 

Speaking to a press conference following talks 

with French President Emmanuel Macron, Mrs May 

continued by saying there was "willingness and intent" 

from both parties to secure a good deal. 

Mr Macron himself echoed the Prime Minister’s 

sentiment by saying he wished the talks begin “as quick as possible”. 

http://www.express.co.uk/latest/Brexit
http://www.express.co.uk/latest/european-union
http://www.express.co.uk/latest/election-2017
http://www.express.co.uk/latest/theresa-may
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The news came just hours after Oliver Robbins, the most senior civil servant in 

David Davis' Brexit department, failed to reach an agreement on a specific date with 

Mr Barnier. 

Brussels’ top EU brass have been getting impatient with the “distraction” of the 

General Election, with Mr Barnier accusing Britain of “wasting time”. 

He urged the government to “quickly” appoint a negotiating team that was 

“stable, accountable and with a mandate.” 

“Next week, it will be three months after the sending of the Article 50 letter,” he 

told The Financial Times on Monday. “We haven’t negotiated, we haven’t 

progressed. Thus we must begin this negotiation. 

“We are ready as soon as the UK itself is ready.” 

The French politician further said the UK was at risk of a cliff edge “no deal” 

withdrawal from the EU. 

Despite these thinly veiled threats Mrs May has repeatedly said that “no deal is 

better than a bad deal”. 

Prior to the election, she insisted that Britain would be leaving the single 

market and the customs union in a hard Brexit. 

But Mr Barnier is still not convinced by the 

concept, saying: “I don’t know what hard Brexit or soft 

Brexit means.  

“I read yesterday ‘Open Brexit’ too! Brexit is 

withdrawal from the EU — it’s the UK’s decision. We’re 

implementing it.” 

“I’ll say it clearly: there’s no spirit of revenge, no punishment, no naivety either. 

And there is truth. Truth on what Brexit means, what leaving the EU signifies by its 

consequences. The citizens have the right to know this truth.” 

Guy Verhofstadt, the European Parliament’s Brexit negotiator, also expressed 

his frustrations around the delays. 

We are impatiently waiting for the negotiating position of the UK [government]. 

The current uncertainty cannot continue,” he said on Twitter. 

Donald Tusk also chimed in on the day following the General Election, urging Britain 

to “avoid a ‘no deal’ as a result of ‘no negotiations’”. 

“We don't know when Brexit talks start. We know when they must end,” he said. 

By SEBASTIAN KETTLEY, 14 JUNE, 2017, EXPRESS 

http://www.express.co.uk/search?s=%20Sebastian%20Kettley&b=1
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Text 19 

Read the text and render it, using the vocabulary from PART I and Appendix. 

 

Tanzania: No Agreements Made On Mining Row With Tanzanian Government, 
Says Acacia Mining 

 

Dar es Salaam — Acacia Mining PLC says 

no agreement has been reached yet with the 

Tanzanian government over the metallic mineral 

concentrate controversy. 

A statement released 7:50pm on 

Wednesday following a meeting between Barrick Gold Corporation executive 

chairman Prof John P. Thornton and President John Magufuli at State House in Dar 

es Salaam on Wednesday. 

After the meeting President Magufuli said Prof Thornton has admitted 

wrongdoing and agreed to send a team to discuss how to repay the loss the 

company inflicted on the government, according to a statement released by the State 

House. 

But in its latest statement Acacia said, in fact, that no agreement has been 

reached. 

"As the negotiations have yet to commence, no agreements have been 

reached, but the negotiations will seek a resolution that is in the best interests of all 

stakeholders," the press released posted in the company's website noted. 

There is an ongoing controversy between the government of Tanzania and 

Acacia Mining which own three gold mines over the export of mineral concentrates. 

Two committees formed by President Magufuli this year have claimed that Acacia 

has been under-declaring the types and value of minerals found in the concentrates. 

Acacia Mining denies any wrongdoing on the issue and has been calling for 

independent investigation on the issue. Barrick Gold Corporation is Acacia's majority 

shareholder 

By Louis Kolumbia 

14 JUNE 2017, THE CITIZEN 
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Text 20 

Read the text and render it, using the vocabulary from PART I and Appendix. 

 

The Oasis of the Seas - the Biggest Cruise Ship in the World 

 

The Oasis of the Seas is the world’s largest cruise ship. It can carry up to 

6,200 passengers, who are served by over 2000 crew members. The vessel is 40% 

bigger than any other cruise ship in the world , has a weight of 225,000 tons and is 

five times the size if the Titanic. It has a total of 15 decks and is as high as a twenty-

 storey building. 

The ship was built in Finland and is owned by Royal Caribbean International. 

Its maiden voyage is scheduled for early December 2009. The ship is stationed in 

Fort Lauderdale Florida, from where it will go on week-long cruises of the Caribbean 

Sea. 

  The Oasis of the Seas has virtually everything a tourist can dream of. 

Biggest attraction is a 

giant open-air theatre for 

750 passengers that is a 

swimming pool by day and 

an entertainment arena at 

night. Passengers 

can wander through a park 

full of real trees 

and exotic plants, eat and 

drink in 24 restaurants or 

travel up and down 

between decks in 

a movable bar. There is something for everyone: a small golf course, a basketball 

court, an ice rink and two rock-climbing walls for those looking for athletic activities. 

Mothers can leave small children in nurseries while they go shopping in the ship’s 

boutiques. 

The best and latest technology makes the Oasis of the Seas one of the most 

modern ships on the seas. But, the captain says, it’s very easy 

to manoeuvre because everything is automated and runs with computers. 

http://www.english-online.at/history/titanic/titanic.htm
http://www.english-online.at/geography/florida/florida-the-sunshine-state.htm
http://www.english-online.at/sports/golf/golf.htm
http://www.english-online.at/sports/basketball/basketball-rules-nba.htm
http://www.english-online.at/sports/basketball/basketball-rules-nba.htm
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The owners hope that the Oasis of the Seas will earn them a lot of money. 

The vessel cost over 1.5 billion dollars to build and with a starting price of about 

1,700 Euros for a nine day cruise it is not exactly cheap. But spending a holiday on 

the world’s biggest ship should be worth something. 

 

Vocabulary: 

 

attraction = an interesting place 

automated = things go or work by themselves 

court = an area for playing games 

cruise = a holiday trip on sea 

cruise ship = a large ship that people spend holidays on ; it has restaurants, bars and 

other attractions 

entertainment = things that make people and make them happy 

exotic = from faraway places 

ice rink = area where you ca go ice- skating 

maiden voyage = the first journey or trip that a ship makes 

manoeuvre = steer, to move in a certain direction 

movable = something that can move and is not fixed in one place 

nursery = a place where young children are taken care of while there parents work or 

are somewhere else 

open-air = something that exists outdoors 

serve = work for 

size = how big something is 

stationed = the home port of the ship 

story = floor 

technology = equipment, machines and computers on the ship 

vessel = ship 

wand = walk around a place 

weight = how heavy something is 
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Text 21 

Read the text and render it, using the vocabulary from PART I and Appendix. 

 

Russian delegation to hold security talks in Iran 

 

The Russian delegation headed by acting Security Council secretary Valentin 

Sobolev is also due to meet with the Secretary of the Supreme National Security 

Council, Saeed Jalili, as a follow up to the secretary's visit to Moscow in December 

2007. 

The officials will discuss "bilateral cooperation in security, as well as topical 

international and regional issues," Iran's Security Council said in an official statement. 

The sides are also expected to discuss the Iranian nuclear program, as well as the 

situation in the Middle East, a source close the negotiations told RIA Novosti. 

A delegation 

from the 

International 

Atomic Energy 

Agency, led by its 

deputy director 

general, Olli 

Heinonen, will also 

arrive in Tehran on 

Monday to 

continue talks on 

the Islamic 

Republic's nuclear program started last week. 

President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad said Iran was prepared to try and reach an 

agreement with any country over its nuclear program, but will not stop its 

development of peaceful atomic energy despite outside pressure. 

The international community has demanded that Tehran halt uranium 

enrichment, used both in electricity generation and nuclear weapons production. Iran 

insists on its right to civilian nuclear energy, and has defied three sets of United 

Nations sanctions over its nuclear program. 
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Iran, however, announced this month it was installing another 6,000 uranium 

enrichment centrifuges at its underground facility in Natanz in addition to the current 

3,000. The country also announced tests of advanced enrichment centrifuges, along 

with plans to build a second uranium processing plant by next March. 

The country's nuclear ambitions have fueled tensions with Washington, with 

U.S. President George Bush refusing late last year to rule out military action against 

Tehran. 

Russia and China, which both have strong business interests in Iran, blocked 

stronger measures against the country using their vetoes at the UN Security Council. 

28 APRIL, 2008,  

MOSCOW RIA NOVOSTI 

 

 

Text 22 

Read the text and render it, using the vocabulary from PART I and Appendix. 

 

Putin, Still Potent, Comes to Paris 

 

Vladimir Putin may no longer be President of Russia, but you wouldn't know 

that by the head-of-state treatment he's receiving in France. On Thursday, Putin 

began a two-day trip to Paris — his first major foreign excursion since swapping his 

presidency for the job of Prime Minister — where he'll meet with both his French 

counterpart, F. Fillon, and President N. Sarkozy. The unusually reverential treatment 

for a visiting head of government reflects the belief among France's leaders, like 

most others in the West, that Putin remains the eminent political forcein Russia 

regardless of his title. But the visit also reflects Putin's belief that the road to repairing 

Russia's strained relations with the European Union runs through Paris. 

Russian officials quoted in the media acknowledge that the timing and focus of 

Putin's visit indicate that Moscow sees a diplomatic opportunity in the fact that France 

will assume the E.U.'s rotating presidency on July 1. Efforts to renew expired 

strategic accords that shaped Russo-European relations have floundered for nearly 

two years amid tensions over military and energy concerns, and European 

complaints of alleged human rights violations and election-tampering in Russia. 

Recently, however, both sides have signaled a greater willingness to normalize ties 
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— especially since new E.U. members Poland and Lithuania expressed satisfaction 

with Russian responses to their objections on a now-lifted beef ban, and over 

Moscow's use of its oil pipeline to the West as a de facto political weapon. Indeed, 

just last Monday, all 27 E.U. states agreed to resume formal talks to reestablish the 

defunct accords that cover a wide range of security, economic, energy and 

administrative issues. 

"This topic will be primordial during the meetings with Prime Minister F. Fillon 

and President N. Sarkozy," a Russian government source told the RIA Novosti press 

agency. "Since we've always considered dialogue with France as an important factor 

in the rapprochement between Russia and the E.U., our cooperation will be accorded 

a choice spot during the French presidency." 

The friendship between Sarkozy and Putin reflects a common view on some 

major strategic questions: France shares Russia's concern over NATO opening 

formal membership talks with former Soviet republics Georgia and the Ukraine. Paris 

also echoes some of Moscow's suspicion over U.S. plans to deploy its missile-

defense system in Eastern Europe. Such sympathy for Russian positions should 

leave Moscow feeling more comfortable with France assuming the E.U. presidency 

just as negotiations over new Russo-European accords kick off June 26. 

French voters may not share Sarkozy's 

enthusiasm for Putin, but few will object if it 

results in improved Russo-E.U. ties. And 

improved ties between Moscow and Paris are 

good for French business. Talks between Putin 

and French officials will cover contracts for 

French military, aerospace, energy and 

technology companies — including plans for oil 

giant Total's involvement in developing Russia's giant Shtokman gas field. Though 

France is only Russia's sixth-largest trading partner, improved bilateral relations have 

recently helped triple the value of their annual exchange to $25.7 billion. And in an 

economically sluggish France, there will be few voices willing to shout nyet to that. 

29 MAY, 2008 

Time 
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Text 23 

Read the text and render it, using the vocabulary from PART I and Appendix. 

 

Eu and Russia agree to new series of wide-ranging talks 

 

Ending an 18-month impasse, European Union countries agreed Wednesday 

to begin wide-ranging new negotiations with Russia, raising hopes that an era of 

tension and confrontation with 

Moscow could give way to an 

improved relationship. 

The agreement among 

senior European diplomats 

paves the way for the EU and 

Moscow to start negotiating 

their first broad cooperation 

deal in more than a decade. 

"The new agreement we want 

to strike with Russia will shape Russian-EU relations for the 21st century," said 

Cristina Gallach, spokeswoman for the Javier Solana, the EU foreign policy chief. "It 

will replace what we currently have in place, which was the first agreement between 

the EU and Russia after the fall of the Soviet Union." 

Coming at the start of the presidency of Dmitri Medvedev in Russia, the 

negotiation will be a test of whether or not the relationship between Europe and 

Moscow can improve after years of combative rhetoric from his predecessor, Vladimir 

Putin, who remains a powerful force as prime minister. 

But negotiating the so-called Partnership and Cooperation Agreement will also 

put pressure on the unity of the EU, which has often failed to speak with a single 

voice to Moscow. 

So sensitive are relations with Russia that the Europeans haggled for 18 

months before coming to this agreement, which sets out the mandate with which the 

European Commission will conduct the talks with Moscow. 

T his step was delayed first by Poland, then by Lithuania, which cited concerns 

over energy security, the disappearance of Lithuanian businessmen in Russia and 

unresolved conflicts involving Georgia and Moldova. 
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Vilnius finally agreed to an EU mandate for the negotiations when an annex 

committed the European side to raise the three issues. 

The pact negotiated by EU ambassadors opens the way for EU foreign 

ministers to approve the mandate formally at a meeting Monday and for negotiations 

to begin at the EU-Russia summit meeting in the western Siberian region of Khanty-

Mansiisk at the end of June. 

A total of seven annexes to the main text were agreed to, including one that 

binds the EU side to discussing the case of Alexandr Litvinenko, the former KGB 

agent who was killed in London. 

"The important thing is that we have the agreement of all members to adopt 

the mandate while problematic questions will still be a matter" of the partnership 

talks," The Foreign Minister of Slovenia said at a news conference in Ljubljana, 

Reuters reported. 

The talks are expected to last at least a year and any agreement will have to be 

ratified by all 27 EU member states, making it unlikely to enter into force until 2011. 

Energy concerns will dominate the negotiation and the mandate requires the 

EU side to call for an agreement that would "enshrine the principles that would result 

from the ratification of the energy charter by Russia." 

That would mean forcing Russian energy monopolies to allow Western 

companies to use their pipeline network to transit supplies through Russia, an idea 

vehemently rejected by Moscow. 

Nevertheless there was optimism that some form of agreement could be 

reached in part because of growing economic interdependence. 

According to Eurostat, the statistics office of the European Commission, 

Russia is the EU's third most important trading partner, after the United States and 

China, accounting for 6.2 percent of EU exports and 10.4 percent of EU imports 

in 2006. 

Thomas Gomart, director of the Russia Center at the French Institute of 

International Relations, said that the timing was favorable because of the advent of a 

new president in Russia. 

But he added that the negotiation would be more difficult for the EU side than 

during the past agreement of this type in the 1990s, when Russia was economically 

and politically weak. 
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"In Russia. now there is political assertiveness and a real strategy toward the 

EU, while there is no real EU strategy toward Russia," he said. 

Masha Lipman, political analyst at the Carnegie Moscow Center, said that, 

while Putin's tough rhetoric against the EU had been popular politically in Russia, it 

had not furthered Russian economic interests in Europe. 

"Being a difficult partner may serve to get over past humiliation but it doesn't 

do anything to further its interests," she said. "Both sides have interests and both 

sides have potential benefits." 

Areas singled out for co-operation included science and technology education 

and training, the customs area, crime, transport, energy and telecommunications, 

environment and culture. 

Since the agreement entered into force in late 1997, Russia's economic ties 

have grown significantly, as has its political and diplomatic weight. And in the 

meantime, the EU has expanded to include countries that were once part of the 

Warsaw Pact and which remain suspicious of Moscow. 

21 MAY, 2008 

 

 

Text 24 

Read the text and render it, using the vocabulary from PART I and Appendix. 

 

Chinese delegation calls on Rijiju to discuss trade, cultural ties 

 

New Delhi: A 14-member Chinese 

delegation of Chinese People's Political 

Consultative Conference on Friday met Union 

Minister Kiren Rijiju, who hails from Arunachal 

Pradesh, and discussed with him how to 

strengthen trade and cultural ties. 

Welcoming the delegation, Rijiju said India is eager to enhance trade and 

cultural ties with China and invited the Chinese entrepreneurs to take benefit of the 

huge potential that India offers in various sectors. 
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Besides ancient links between two civilisations, the Minister of State for Home 

said, India is looking forward to increase interaction between the youths of both the 

countries for more cultural contacts and exchanges in other fields. 

The Chinese delegation also invited Rijiju to visit China. 

The meeting bears significance as Rijiju hails from Arunachal Pradesh, which 

China considered as part of southern Tibet and maintained that it has "huge dispute" 

with India over the state. 

People belonging to Arunachal Pradesh have been given staple visa by China 

in the past and a project sanctioned by Asian Development Bank for Arunachal 

Pradesh was also blocked by China in 2009. 

Rijiju was once denied visa by China about nine years back. He, however, 

visited Beijing in 2008 as part of Indian Olympic delegation with a regular visa. 

The Chinese delegation, led by Wang Pu, Vice Chairman, Shenzen 

Committee of Chinese People's Political Consultative 

Conference, arrived in India to participate in the China (Shenzhen)-India 

Economic and Trade Cooperation seminar. 

Rijiju said India has attracted the maximum Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) in 

2015. 

Observing that the Chinese delegation comprised leaders from the business, 

political and cultural spectrum, Rijiju appreciated the rapid transformation of 

Shenzhen into a 'dream city' and hoped that India will get tremendous success 

through the recently unveiled Smart City project. 

Rijiju said the government encourages close coordination between Indian and 

Chinese Industry. 

Wang mentioned that India and China represent one-third of the world's 

population and also share a 'natural bond' due to Buddhism and together the two 

countries can impact a lot of change. 

The Chinese delegation evinced keen interest in India's pharmaceuticals and 

biotech sector and invited investments by Indian pharmaceuticals companies in 

China. 

The Chinese delegation inquired about the sectors of the economy which are 

attracting foreign investment. The delegation members also inquired about the 

incentives for the investors in India and requested the Minister for favourable policies 

for the Chinese investors. 
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They also raised the issue of facilitating the visas for the businessmen and for 

tourism even as more and more Chinese tourists and businessmen are visiting India 

every year. 

Rijiju said India encourages people-to-people contact and in order to facilitate 

this, the Government recently extended 

the electronic Tourist Visa (eTV) scheme to China and under the leadership of 

Chinese President Xi Jinping and Prime 

Minister Narendra Modi, the "Visit India Year" was launched in China last year 

following which the "Visit China Year" has 

kicked off in India this year. 

Regarding the investment, MoUs on establishing two Chinese Industrial Parks 

in Maharashtra and Gujarat were signed during President Xi's visit and the Chinese 

companies can explore the possibilities of investment in the same. 

He hoped that more Indians can visit and do business in China especially in 

Hong Kong and Shenzhen. 

Senior officers of the Ministry of Home Affairs and Ministry of External Affairs 

attended the meeting. 

20 MAY, 2016 

 

 

Text 25 

Read the text and render it, using the vocabulary from PART I and Appendix. 

 

Robot Police Officer 
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The world's first robot police officer has started working. Its name is 'RoboCop' 

and it went into service for the Dubai Police earlier this week. Robocop's first official 

duty was to greet guests at the opening of a security conference in Dubai. Apart from 

greeting visitors, its job was to answer questions and give directions. RoboCop has a 

built-in tablet for people to interact with. People can use the tablet to pay traffic fines 

and use other smart police services. The tablet is linked to a police station, so people 

can talk to human police officers. In addition, RoboCop can speak six languages, 

including English and Arabic. The 170-centimetre-tall robot can also shake hands, 

salute people and recognize people's emotions and facial expressions. 

Dubai Police says RoboCop is the first of many robot police officers for the 

city. A spokesman said that by 2030, 25 per cent of the Dubai Police force will be 

robots. He said: "We are looking to make everything smart in Dubai Police. By 2030, 

we will have the first smart police station which won't require human employees." He 

added: "The RoboCop is the latest smart addition to the police force and has been 

designed to help us fight crime, keep the city safe and improve happiness levels." He 

said RoboCop will, "assist and help people in the malls or on the streets". An official 

at the security conference commented that the future is here now, saying: "The age 

of the robots is no longer coming. It has arrived." 

http://www.newsweek.com  

 

 

Text 26 

Read the text and render it, using the vocabulary from PART I and Appendix. 

 

A Victim Treats His Mugger Right 

Julio Diaz has a daily routine. Every night, 

the 31-year-old social worker ends his hour-long 

subway commute to the Bronx one stop early, just 

so he can eat at his favorite diner. 

But one night last month, as Diaz stepped 

off the No. 6 train and onto a nearly empty 

platform, his evening took an unexpected turn. 

http://www.newsweek.com/
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He was walking toward the stairs when a teenage boy approached and pulled 

out a knife. 

“He wants my money, so I just gave him my wallet and told him, ‘Here you 

go,'” Diaz says. 

As the teen began to walk away, Diaz told him, “Hey, wait a minute. You forgot 

something. If you’re going to be robbing people for the rest of the night, you might as 

well take my coat to keep you warm.” 

The would-be robber looked at his would-be victim, “like what’s going on 

here?” Diaz says. “He asked me, ‘Why are you doing this?'” 

Diaz replied: “If you’re willing to risk your freedom for a few dollars, then I 

guess you must really need the money. I mean, all I wanted to do was get dinner and 

if you really want to join me … hey, you’re more than welcome. 

“You know, I just felt maybe he really needs help,” Diaz says. 

Diaz says he and the teen went into the diner and sat in a booth. 

“The manager comes by, the dishwashers come by, the waiters come by to 

say hi,” Diaz says. “The kid was like, ‘You know everybody here. Do you own this 

place?'” 

“No, I just eat here a lot,” Diaz says he told the teen. “He says, ‘But you’re 

even nice to the dishwasher.'” 

Diaz replied, “Well, haven’t you been taught you should be nice to everybody?” 

“Yea, but I didn’t think people actually behaved that way,” the teen said. 

Diaz asked him what he wanted out of life. “He just had almost a sad face,” 

Diaz says. 

The teen couldn’t answer Diaz — or he didn’t want to. 

When the bill arrived, Diaz told the teen, “Look, I guess you’re going to have to 

pay for this bill ’cause you have my money and I can’t pay for this. So if you give me 

my wallet back, I’ll gladly treat you.” 

The teen “didn’t even think about it” and returned the wallet, Diaz says. “I gave 

him $20 … I figure maybe it’ll help him. I don’t know.” 

Diaz says he asked for something in return — the teen’s knife — “and he gave 

it to me.” 

Afterward, when Diaz told his mother what happened, she said, “You’re the 

type of kid that if someone asked you for the time, you gave them your watch.” 
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“I figure, you know, if you treat people right, you can only hope that they treat 

you right. It’s as simple as it gets in this complicated world.” 

http://www.npr.org/ 

 

 

Text 27 

Read the text and render it, using the vocabulary from PART I and Appendix. 

 

Czech crash victim wakes up speaking English 

 

A CZECH speedway driver knocked 

unconscious in a crash stunned ambulance 

drivers when he woke up speaking perfect 

English. 

18-year-old Matej Kus was out cold for 

45 minutes after the crash, but when he woke 

up he conversed fluidly in English 

with paramedics, even speaking in an English accent. 

The teenager had just begun to study the language and his skills were 

described by friends and team-mates as “basic at best”. 

Peter Waite, the promoter for Kus’s team, the Berwick Bandits, told the Daily 

Mail: “I couldn’t believe what I was hearing.” 

It was in a really clear English accent, no dialect or anything. Whatever 

happened in the crash must have rearranged things in his head. 

Before his crash Matej’s use of the English language was broken, to put it 

mildly. 

He was only just making a start on improving it and struggled to be 

understood, but was keen to learn. 

Matej didn’t have a clue who or where he was when he came round. He 

didn’t even know he was Czech. 

It was unbelievable to hear him talk in unbroken English. 

Unfortunately, the speedway driver’s new found skills didn’t last and he 

remembers nothing of the accident or the following two days. He is now 

keen pursue studies in English. 

http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=89164759
http://englishtexts.ru/five-surprising-salaries
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He told the Daily Mail, through an interpreter: “It’s unbelievable that I was 

speaking English like that, especially without an accent.” 

“Hopefully I can pick English up over the winter for the start of next season 

so I’ll be able to speak it without someone having to hit me over the head first.” 

“There must be plenty of the English language in my subconscious so 

hopefully I’ll be able to pick it up quickly next time.” 

http://www.news.com 

 

 

Text 28 

Read the text and render it, using the vocabulary from PART I and Appendix. 

 

Smiling could help you live longer 

 

Smiling could add years to your life, according to researchers. 

The wider you grin and the deeper your laughter lines, the more likely you are 

to have a long existence. 

Broader smiles and wrinkles around your eyes point to a positive outlook on 

life which translates to better long-term health. 

It has long been thought that a happy disposition can impact on life 

expectancy, and the recent study by experts at Wayne University in Michigan, 

America, seems to back this. 

They came to their conclusions by studying 230 pictures of major league 

baseball players printed in the 1952 baseball register. 

Each picture came with a listing of the player’s vital statistics, including age, 

weight, height and marital status. 

Researchers then ranked to players according to their smiles and laughter 

lines, spanning from none at all, to partial and then those with a full blown toothy grin 

and crinkled eyes. 

They then compared the chart to the lifespan of each player to reach their 

conclusions. 

Of the 184 players who had since died, those in the “no smile” section lived an 

average of 72.9 years while the “partial smile” group lived to around the age of 75. 

http://www.newsweek.com/
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Those with the widest grins lived an average of 79.9 years – a full seven more 

years than their glum colleagues. 

The study also found that putting on a false smile did not work, as only those 

who looked genuinely happy had the extra life expectancy. 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/family/6559883/Families-spend-four-days-a-year-arguing.html
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ЗАКЛЮЧЕНИЕ 

 

Учебное пособие предназначено для студентов всех направлений 

неязыковых вузов (уровень бакалавриата).  Пособие может служить 

материалом для работы в вузе. Содержание отобранных текстов 

способствует развитию творческой активности учащихся и их умению 

оценивать события, касающиеся актуальных проблем совремнности. 

Учебное пособие может быть использовано в качестве дополнительного 

учебного пособия для занятий английским языком, а также для 

самостоятельной работы студентов. 

Пособие состоит из двух разделов. В первом разделе у студентов 

будет возможность познакомиться с лексическим материалом и закрепить 

его с помощью упражнений.  

Во втором разделе пособия у учащихся будет возможность прочитать 

и прокомментирвать большое количество текстов, построенных на 

материале статей зарубежных вебсайтов последних лет (The Telegraph. The 

Daily Express, Newsweek и др.).  Некоторые тексты сопровождаются 

словарем или рядом упражнений, напрявленных, по мнению автора, на 

лучшее осмысление полученной информации. 

Достоинством учебного пособия является наличие полезных как для 

учебного процесса, так и для практической и самостоятельной работы 

приложения и электронных ресурсов. Библиографический список 

представлен в алфавитном порядке, указан год издания.  
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ПРИЛОЖЕНИЕ 

 

 

How To Render The Article 

 

 

1. Headline / 

Title of the article 

The article is headlined... 

The headline of the article is... 

The article goes under the headline... 

The article under the headline... has the subhead... 

The title of the article is... 

The article is entitled... 

2. Place of origin 

The article is (was) printed / published in... 

The article is from а newspaper under the 

nameplate... 

3. Time of origin 

The publication date of the article is... 

The article is dated the first of October 2008. 

The article is printed on the second of October, 

2008. 

4. Author 

The article is written by… 

The author of the article is... 

The article is written by а group of authors. They 

are… 

5. Theme / Topic 

\Main idea / 

Aim of the article 

\Problem 

The article is about... 

The article is devoted to... 

The article deals with the topic... 

The basic subject matter of the script is... 

The article touches upon the topic of... 

The article addresses the problem of... 

The article raises/brings up the problem... 

The article describes the situation... 

The article assesses the situation... 

The article informs us about… / comments on… 

The headline of the article corresponds to the 

topic. 

The main idea of the article is… 

The purpose of the article / author is to give the 

reader some information on... 
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The aim of the article / author is 

to provide the reader with some 

information about...; to provide the reader 

with some material / data on..; to inform 

about...; to compare / determine...;  

6. Divide the 

article into parts. 

Retell each part. 

Contents of the 

parts 

(а short summary 

of 3 or 4 

sentences) + 

important facts, 

names, figures. 

The article can be divided into some parts. 

The first part deals with... 

The second covers the events... 

The third touches upon the problem of... 

The fourth part includes some interviews, 

dialogues, pictures, reviews, references, 

quotations, figures. 

The article is written in the form of the 

monologue, from the first / third person narration. 

The author starts by telling the reader that... 

(writes, states, stresses, depicts, says, informs, 

underlines, confirms, emphasizes, puts an accent 

on, accepts / denies the fact, reports, resorts to, 

hints on, inclines to, points out... and so on) 

Later the article / the author describes... 

The article / the author goes on to say that... 

According to the text... 

7.Author’ 

conclusion 

In conclusion... 

The author comes to the conclusion / concludes 

that… 

The key sentence / words of the article (is / are) 

the following 

8. Personal view 

on the topic / idea 

/ problem 

I found the article interesting / important / useful / 

dull / of no value / (too) hard to understand and 

assess (Why?) 

I appreciate the author's word-painting as / superb 

/ ordinary / exaggerated. 

I think / believe that... 

My point is that... 

In my opinion... 

To my mind... 

 

The message of the writer is clear to understand... 

I share the author's view... 

I see the problem in a different way... 

I don't quite agree with the fact (that)... 
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